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ABSTRACT

Beaches and coastal environments are dynamic, constantly shaped and reshaped
by natural processes and anthropogenic modifications.

The morphodynamics and

influence of natural and anthropogenic factors of two different coasts at various temporal
and spatial scales are discussed.
To quantify the performance of several beach nourishment projects at annual
temporal and kilometer spatial scales on three adjacent microtidal low-wave energy
barrier islands in west-central Florida, a total of 5,200 beach and nearshore-profiles
spaced at 300 m were surveyed monthly to bi-monthly from 2006-2010.

Beach

nourishment performance is most significantly influenced by the interruption of
longshore sediment transport by complex tidal-inlet processes. More specifically, the
tidal-inlet processes influencing adjacent beach nourishment performance includes
longshore transport interruption resulting from divergence induced by wave refraction
over an ebb-tidal shoal, flood-tidal currents along the beach, and total littoral blockage by
structured inlets. A morphologic indicator of a large longshore transport gradient within
the study area is the absence of a nearshore sandbar. These non-barred beaches are
characterized by persistent shoreline erosion and were almost exclusively located in areas
with a large longshore transport gradient. The more typical beach state along the three
barrier islands was one exhibiting a migratory bar and relatively stable shoreline. The
presence of a sandbar indicates the dominance of cross-shore processes, with onshore
ix

migration during calm wave conditions and offshore migration during energetic wave
conditions. The onshore and offshore migration of the sandbar is closely related to nonstormy summer and stormy winter seasonal beach changes, respectively.
The morphodynamics of a mixed sand and gravel beach in Delaware were
investigated based on 740 beach profiles surveyed almost monthly from 2009 to 2011, 60
sediment cores, and 550 surface sediment samples collected at various alongshore and
cross-shore transects. Inter-seasonal temporal scales of storm-induced beach changes and
post-storm recovery were examined based on a hurricane, a typical energetic winter
storm, and an extremely energetic storm resulting from the rare collision of a hurricane
and winter storm (“Nor’Ida”) occurring within a 3-month period in 2009. The mixed
sand and gravel beaches in Delaware are characterized by monotonically increasing water
depths lacking a sandbar under all wave conditions. A distinctive beach cycle was
identified consisting of a built-up berm profile and depleted nearly-planar storm profile,
with a time-scale related to the frequency and intensity of storm impact and duration of
intra-storm recovery instead of simple seasonality. The sedimentological characteristics
of the storm deposit associated with Nor’Ida demonstrated substantial cross-shore
variation ranging from sandy-gravel and gravelly-sand within the storm swash zone (near
the pre-storm dune edge) to well-sorted medium to coarse sand seaward of the storm
swash zone, suggesting that storm deposits along mixed beaches demonstrate a variety of
sedimentological characteristics. A new dynamic beach cycle model is proposed for the
non-barred mixed sand and gravel beach with temporal variability controlled by storm
occurrence and inter-storm duration.

x

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Beaches and coastal environments are dynamic, constantly being shaped and
reshaped by natural processes and anthropogenic modifications. Natural factors include
waves, tides, wind and storms. Temporal and spatial variability of natural processes on
coastal environments strongly control beach morphology evolution. Spatial variability of
waves, wind, and tides helps shape the general beach type across the globe. However,
the temporal variability, from days to years to centuries also dramatically shapes and
changes beaches, especially when major storms impact an area.

Anthropogenic

influences include soft and hard stabilization techniques as well as engineering activities
such as sand mining and adjacent projects that modify local sediment trasnport. Often,
after anthropogenic modifications, beaches are thrown out of their dynamic equilibrium
and must adjust and adapt to the reformed environment.

For both scientific

understanding and practical applications of prediction and management, qualitative and
quantitative assessment of beach morphology response to both natural and anthropogenic
influences is important.
The morphodynamics of two study areas at various temporal and spatial scales are
presented herein. The two study areas vary in both morphology and general littoral
processes, including beach shape and type, wave climate, tidal range, and sediment
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composition. The contrast in coastal environments provided an opportunity to study the
variations in and influences on beach morphodynamics, at different temporal and spatial
scales.

Chapter 1 presents an overview of the study.

Chapter 2 provides general

background on topics discussed. Chapter 3 discusses the morphologic changes following
a nourishment of three sandy west-central Florida barrier island beaches, located along a
micro-tidal, mixed energy coast. The influence of several morphologic and hydrologic
factors on the beach nourishment performance and resulting beach changes between 2006
and 2010 are discussed.

Chapter 4 focuses primarily on storm-induced beach

morphology and post-storm recovery along Delaware’s mixed sand and gravel beaches,
located along a meso-tidal, wave energy-dominated coast. In addition to storm-related
morphological changes, the influence of sediment grain size and selective transport on
beach morphology change is also discussed.
Chapter 3 has been accepted to Coastal Engineering, and is currently in print.
Ping Wang is a contributing author to the research and findings from this study of three
nourished Florida barrier islands. Chapter 4 has been submitted to Marine Geology.
Ping Wang and Jack Puleo are contributing authors to the research conducted in
Delaware. Although the study initiated as research on selective transport on mixed sand
and gravel beach, it evolved into storm and post-storm recovery beach morphology after
a major storm impacted the study area in 2009.
The objectives of this dissertation research are to 1) examine morphologic
variations of sandy beaches and mixed sand and gravel beaches; and 2) identify the
controlling factors, both natural and anthropogenic, on the morphology of two distinct
beach types at various temporal and spatial scales.

2

CHAPTER 2
GENERAL BACKGROUND:
COASTAL MORPHOLOGY AND LITTORAL PROCESSES

2.1 The Coast
With nearly 66% of the world’s population living in close proximity to a shoreline
(Komar, 1998) and 50% of the US population living within 80 km of the coast (NOAA,
2011), beaches and barrier islands have an influence over a large number of people’s
everyday lives. As these environments have a broad-reaching impact on humans, flora,
and fauna, it is important to understand both the natural and anthropogenic influences on
coastal environments.
The coastal environment can be classified descriptively, based on sediment
composition, coastal features, and hydrodynamic energy. Rock, cliff, and gravel coasts
comprise 75 to 85% of the world’s coastlines (van Rijn, 1998). According to van Rijn
(1998), sandy (10 to 15%) or muddy (5 to 10%) coasts are less common. Morphological
classification of coasts includes dune, barrier island, delta, cliff, coral reef, mangrove, and
marshy coasts.

Inman and Nordstrom (1971) classified coastlines based on their

morphology and tectonic setting or processes.

Leading edge coasts occur along

converging/collision margins, often rocky with cliffs and a narrow continental shelf.
Along passive margins, coasts are classified as trailing edge, typically sandy (although
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sometimes muddy) with wide continental shelves. Marginal sea coasts occur along
depositional edges of shallow marginal seas and are protected by island arcs. Davis and
Hayes (1984) presented a hydrodynamic energy-based coastal classification, based on the
ratio of river-sediment discharge, wave climate, and tidal regime. Hydrodynamically
classified coasts are riverine-, wave energy-, tide energy-, and mixed energy.

2.2 Beaches
The most widely recognized sub-environment of the coast is the beach. A beach
is defined as an accumulation of unconsolidated sediment (such as sand, gravel, cobble,
and boulders) extending from the low-tide line landward across the unvegetated sediment
to a geomorphic feature, such as a dune, sea-cliff, or anthropogenic structure (Komar,
1998; Davis and Fitzgerald, 2004). Myriad qualitative methods for beach classification
exist. Beaches can be broadly classified as mainland beaches, strand plain beaches, or
barrier island beaches. In addition, beaches can be classified based on their sediment
composition, as either siliciclastic or carbonate, depending on the available sediment
source or source rock (Komar, 1998; Boggs, 2006). Siliciclastic beaches result from
erosion and subsequent transport of clastic sediment derived from mountains and
headlands, and are primarily composed of quartz (and to a lesser degree feldspars).
Heavy minerals are often found on siliciclastic beaches, with varying fractions of
magnetite, tourmaline, epidote, garnet, augite, and zircon (Komar, 1998). Carbonate
beaches are found in shallow, warm climates devoid of siliciclastic input. Carbonate
beaches are comprised of biogenic carbonate skeletal organisms (such as reef-building
corals and calcareous green algae) and non-skeletal carbonate grains such as ooids (and
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more rarely lime mud). Whereas siliciclastic sediments are derived from source rock,
carbonate sediments are mostly derived in situ. Some beaches can also be a mixture of
carbonate and siliciclastic, with both shell fragments and river-transported quartz grains.
One of the most prevalent quantitative methods for describing a beach is based on
sediment grain size (or sediment composition of the beach material), generally defined as
gravelly, sandy, or mixed sediment. The mean (or median) grain size on a beach depends
on the sediment source (rock or biogenic source), prevalent wave energy, and general
offshore bedrock slope antecedent to beach formation (Komar, 1998). Sandy beaches
tend to occur along low to moderate wave energy coasts.

Gravel beaches can be

glacially-derived, with moderate to high energy allowing the redistribution of the largergrained sediments across the beach. Mixed sand and gravel beaches may have varying
ranges of sediment grain size and wave energy levels. It is often difficult to distinguish a
quantitative method for classifying mixed beaches, lacking a defining single statistical
parameter for bi-modal sediment and knowledge about the processes of sediment
transport as compared to more homogeneous sediment-type beaches (Horn and Walton,
2007). Sediment characterization of beaches is important for identifying the potential
beach slope, the influence of fluid forcings on sediment transport, and the overall
morphodynamics and morphologic features; this is discussed throughout this study (both
Chapters 3 and 4).
Another quantitative approach to classifying beaches related to sediment grain
size is based on the morphodynamics of the littoral zone gradient or slope, influencing
both wave energy and wave transformation across the surf zone. Originally proposed by
Wright et al. (1979), gradient-based classified beaches are reflective, intermediate, or
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dissipative. Reflective beaches have a steep gradient and generally lack a sandbar, often
characterized as erosive due to little loss in wave energy as waves approach the shore.
Dissipative beaches have a gentle gradient, typically with the presence of one or more
sandbars inducing wave breaking, so that wave energy is dissipated as waves approach
the shore, and are therefore potentially accretive. A wide range of intermediate beach
states exist between the two extreme states of reflective or dissipative (Wright and Short,
1984).
The dynamic beach is where the sea interacts with land, with each incoming wave
inducing sediment movement. The layperson often considers the beach as the subaerial
region above the low-tide line. Seaward of the low-tide line extending to the outer limit
of where waves break is the nearshore. For coastal scientists, a more inclusive term
encompassing both the beach and nearshore is the littoral zone. Komar (1998) subdivides
the littoral zone into regions based on hydrodynamic processes, such as waves and
currents (Figure 2.1A) and morphology (Figure 2.1B). From offshore (comparatively flat
portion of a beach profile extending seaward beyond the breaker zone to the edge of the
continental shelf) to the nearshore, the hydrodynamic terms used to describe the littoral
zone are the breaker zone (portion of the nearshore over which waves become unstable
and break), the surf zone (portion of the nearshore in which bore-like waves occur
subsequent to breaking), and the swash zone (portion of the nearshore where the beach
face is alternately covered by runup of wave swash and exposed by rundown, or
backwash). The morphologic terms describing the littoral zone (offshore to land) are
inshore (referred to as the nearshore in this study), foreshore (the sloping portion of the
beach profile between the beach berm or upper limit of swash runup to the lower limit of
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swash rundown at low-tide), and the backshore (referred to as the backbeach in this study,
landward of the beach region). Landward of the backbeach can be a dune, sea cliff, or
seawall. In the nearshore region, a bar and trough may be present. The bar (or sandbar)
is an underwater ridge of sand running shore-parallel with a landward trough (an
elongated depression).

Figure 2.1. The terminology used to describe the littoral zone in terms of hydrodynamic
processes, such as waves and currents (A) and in terms of morphology (B). Modified
from Komar (1998).
7

2.3 Barrier Islands
Narrow strips of sand paralleling the mainland coast are called barrier islands
(Davis, 1994), requiring unique conditions for their formation. The formation of a barrier
island requires a balance between sea-level, basement geology, forcing (waves, currents,
and wind) and sediment supply.

Variations in wave energy and tidal range then

determine the length and width of the barrier (Davis and Fitzgerald, 2004). Barrier
islands and the processes influencing their shape are discussed in more detail in Chapter 3,
in which three different barrier islands are examined.
Barrier islands are less common along tectonically active margins, such as the
west-coast of the US, due to the lack of sediment availability (Davis and Fitzgerald,
2004).

Conversely, along passive margins the depositional basin is broad and flat,

generally with greater sediment supply and allowing for ample accommodation space and
deposition required for barrier island formation (Davis, 1994).

Needing sufficient

accommodation space, the rate and rise of relative sea-level also strongly influences the
formation of barrier islands. Rapid sea level rise drowns coastal areas, by not allowing
adequate time for sediment bodies to become emergent; a rapid fall in sea level decreases
the accommodation space required and thus preventing the formation of a barrier.
Modern barrier islands have formed since about 7,500 to 5,000 years ago when the
relative rise in sea level slowed enough (2-3 mm/yr) that sediment accumulation could
take place (Davis, 1994).
No single theory exists to explain the origin of barrier islands. Three theories
persist in describing the formation of barrier islands: 1) offshore bar (de Beaumont, 1845);
2) spit accretion (Gilbert, 1885); and 3) submergence (McGee, 1890). De Beaumont
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(1845) suggested barriers form from the emergence and upward-shoaling of shallow sand
bars. Based on data from the present-day Great Salt Lake in Utah (Lake Bonneville, a
Pleistocene lake equivalent in size to present-day Lake Michigan), Gilbert (1885)
proposed that barrier islands form due to alongshore sediment transport and spit growth
from a headland, and then subsequently breach by storm waves. Analogous to the
submergence of drowned river valleys, McGee (1890) suggested that barriers form from
the drowning of coastal ridges.
In addition to sediment supply, the size and shape of barrier islands are
determined based on the dynamics and interactive roles of tides, wind and wave energy
(Davis, 1994). The most commonly utilized scheme for describing the morphodynamics
of barrier islands is based on the Hayes model (Hayes et al., 1974; Hayes, 1975; 1979;
Davis and Hayes, 1984), describing barriers as wave-dominated or mixed-energy
(Figure 2.2).

Wave-dominated barrier islands occur in coastal regions where wave-

energy dominates over tidal forcing, resulting in long and narrow barriers, punctuated by
few tidal inlets. Longshore transport is driven by obliquely incident waves, elongating
the barrier, with little or no ebb-tidal delta. The flood-tidal delta is generally pronounced
in the backbarrier bay of wave-dominated regions (Davis, 1994; Davis and Fitzgerald,
2004). Mixed-energy barrier islands are produced by the combined influence of waves
and tides (occurring in both micro- and meso-tidal regimes) resulting in a more variable
barrier shape and size, with numerous tidal inlets. These barrier islands are typically
wider and shorter in length as compared to those found in wave-dominated regions.
Often the term “drumstick” barrier island is used to describe the morphology of mixedenergy barriers, analogous to the shape of a chicken leg (Hayes et al., 1974). Drumstick
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barrier islands are narrow and transgressional at one end, and progradational at the other.
In mixed-energy areas, the backbarrier bays tend to be filled with sediment and expansive
marshes, with much larger intertidal areas.

Although less common, tide-dominated

coasts (macro-tidal) sometimes have sediment bodies at the mouth of an estuary
developing parallel to the length of the estuary, due to the dominance of tidal forcing over
wave-energy (Boggs, 2006). These tidal sediment bodies are not considered barrier
islands; thus barriers are absent in tide-dominated regions (Davis and Fitzgerald, 2004).

Figure 2.2. The Hayes model for barrier island morphology distinguishes two types:
1) wave-dominated and 2) mixed-energy. Modified from Davis and Hayes (1984).
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2.4 Beach and Barrier Island Depositional Environments
Beaches and barrier islands have similar depositional sub-environments, such as
the beach, dunes, and nearshore; with the exception of mainland beaches lacking a
backbarrier bay environment (see Figure 2.2, left). When discussing the backbarrier bay
sub-environment, it is expected that this is applicable only where a body of water exists
landward of a barrier beach.
From offshore towards the swash zone, surficial sediment grain size tends to
become coarser. From the swash zone towards the dune and backbarrier bay, a reversal
to sediment fining exists. The backbarrier sediments may derive from washover sands,
tidal-delta sands and muds, lagoonal silts and muds, and sandy, muddy tidal-flat and
marsh deposits (Duffy et al., 1989; Sedgwick and Davis, 2003; Boggs, 2006). For clastic
beaches, offshore sediments are typically composed of the finer fraction of local
sediments (usually sand, sometimes mud), due to entrainment of the lighter grains,
subsequently deposited offshore. Beyond the fairweather wave base (depth below waves
under normal, non-stormy conditions), mostly shallow-marine storm bedding is found,
consisting of both coarse-grained and fine-grained beds with hummocky cross-stratified
beds and horizontal planar laminae (Kumar and Sanders, 1976; Harms, 1979; Boggs,
2006). Across the inshore (nearshore) region of the beach, sediments become coarser
moving landward across the seaward-dipping foreshore, which can be planar or have the
presence of a nearshore bar and trough system. In this region, multidirectional trough
cross-bedding, inclined foreset bedding, subhorizontal planar bedding, and (rarely) trace
fossils occur (Boggs, 2006). At the land and sea interface, on the foreshore (or swash
zone), sediments can be very poorly sorted with parallel gently seaward-dipping laminae
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due to the high-velocity uprush and backwash. In the swash zone, backwash flow can
reach upper flow regime conditions, generating antidunes on low-gradient, fine-grained
beaches (Wright, 1976; Harms, 1979; Barwis and Hayes, 1983; Davis, 1994). It is also in
this region that ridge and runnel morphology can be present (King and Williams, 1949;
Mulrennan, 1992), which is characterized by high-angle, landward-dipping cross-beds
due to the onshore migration of these ridges (Boggs, 2006). Above the swash zone (or
upper limit of runup), sediment is transported only during elevated water levels induced
by storms (Sallenger, 2000; Stockdon et al., 2006; Roberts et al., 2010). The stratigraphy
of storm deposits across beaches and barrier islands can be somewhat complicated,
depending on various sub-environments and presence of vegetation, accommodation
space, and storm intensity (Wang et al., 2006; Wang and Horwitz, 2007; Horwitz, 2008).
Under non-stormy conditions, the backbeach and dunes are dominated by eolian
processes. Dune stratigraphy is characteristically described by large-scale and ripple
cross-stratification (Davis, 1994), where orientation of the cross-strata reflects wind
direction and typically display bimodality (McBride and Hayes, 1962; Hesp, 1988;
Havholm et al., 2004).

2.5 Tidal Inlets
Tidal inlets occur concomitantly with barrier islands, serving as a conduit
connecting the ocean and bay through which water penetrates barrier islands maintained
by tidal currents (Davis and Fitzgerald, 2004). The tidal currents and associated inlet
processes dominate the inlet system, including the ebb-tidal delta, flood-tidal delta, and
inlet channel (Hayes, 1969). The inlet system often strongly influences the surrounding
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environments, including both the subaqueous sediment bodies and adjacent beaches,
interrupting littoral drift, and often induces erosion on adjacent beaches (Work and Dean,
1990; Dean, 1996; Galgano, 2008; Ruppert, 2008). The influence of tidal inlets on
adjacent beach morphology is discussed in Chapter 3.
The sediment transported through tidal inlets can comprise 30-60% of the
sediment deposited within a barrier island system (Hayes, 1980).

Therefore,

understanding the various tidal inlet sub-environments and associated processes are
important when studying beach and barrier island morphodynamics. Sediment transport
occurs through the main inlet channel. The size of the channel and the volume of water
flowing through the channel influence the quantity and rate of sediment transport (Jarrett,
1976). The size of the backbarrier bay influences the tidal prism (defined as the volume
of water entering the inlet during the flooding tide and the equal volume of water leaving
the inlet during the ebbing cycle), and contributes to the sediment transport through the
inlet channel and inlet stability (O’Brien, 1969; O’Brien and Dean, 1972; Dean and
Walton, 1975; Davis, 1994). The flood-tidal delta results from sediment accumulation in
the backbarrier bay, controlled primarily by tidal currents and typically unaffected by
wave processes. The ebb-tidal delta is strongly controlled by wave processes, which
often determine the shape and skewness of the ebb-tidal delta. Both the ebb- and floodtidal deltas serve as a huge sediment sink within barrier island systems and are therefore
important sand resources (Dean and Walton, 1975; Davis, 1994). The sediment budget of
the barrier island-inlet system requires the summation of sediment gain and loss, or
source and sinks, and must include the ebb- and flood-tidal delta sediment bodies (Rosati
and Kraus, 1999).
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Wave refraction over an ebb-tidal delta alters the wave field and sediment
transport, which may result in nearby beach accretion or erosion. Sediment by-passing
along ebb-tidal deltas is a dominant mechanism for the continuation of littoral drift when
barrier islands and beaches are interrupted by tidal inlets. Often, at unstructured or
natural inlets, sediment bypassing along the ebb-tidal delta results in the formation,
landward migration, and attachment of large bars to the shoreline (FitzGerald et al., 2000).
However, beach erosion in the vicinity of natural tidal inlets can result when the pattern
of wave breaking over ebb-tidal deltas is asymmetric inducing skewed net longshore
transport (Hanson and Kraus, 2001) or where tidal currents closely parallel the nearby
shoreline (Wang et al., 2011b).

Although methods have been developed to predict

whether inlet-adjacent beaches will erode or accrete (Kraus et al., 1991), it is often
difficult to identify and quantify all relevant physical processes within the complicated
inlet-beach-barrier island system (Mehta, 1996; Galgano, 2009).

2.6 Sandbars
A common morphologic feature of beaches and barrier islands is a nearshore bar
and trough, resulting from the deposition of offshore-directed transport of eroded beach
or berm sediment (Komar, 1998). Seasonal cycles in wave energy result in a predictable
beach profile shape for winter and summer, where sandbars form during energetic wave
conditions in the winter and migrate onshore during relatively calmer wave conditions in
the summer (Shepard, 1950b; Sonu, 1973; Lippmann and Holman, 1990). Some of the
earliest studies on sandbars identified breaking waves as a primary mechanism for the
formation of sandbars, including the cross-shore location, size, and water depth of the bar
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(Evans, 1940; King and Williams, 1949; Shepard, 1950b). Additional factors controlling
sandbar formation and morphology include wavelength, wave period, and sediment fall
velocity (Larson et al., 1988; Larson and Kraus, 1989; Gallagher et al., 1998), waveinduced undertow (Dhyr-Nielsen and Sorensen, 1970; Dally and Dean, 1984; Stive and
Battjes, 1984), infragravity edge waves (Bowen and Inman, 1971; Holman and Bowen
1982) and gradients in wave acceleration skewness (Hoefel and Elgar, 2003). Numerous
studies on sandbar formation and migration have been aimed at identifying the primary
controlling factors and forcing mechanisms, which can vary by region (Holman and
Sallenger, 1993; Hsu et al., 2006; Smit et al., 2010). The role of sandbars (or absence of
sandbars) in two different regions (Florida’s low-energy Gulf coast and the more
energetic mid-Atlantic Delaware coast) is discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.
Sandbars have several different morphologic forms. Wright and Short (1984)
classified several bar types based on visual bar characteristics, including linear bar and
trough, rhythmic or crescentic bar, and transverse bar. Lippmann and Holman (1990)
characterize bars on their morphology (using time-exposure video techniques) on the
basis of four criteria: 1) existence or absence of a bar, 2) incident or infragravity bar
scaling, 3) longshore variability (linear, rhythmic, or non-rhythmic), and 4) continuous or
discontinuous trough. Often, bars are considered part of a feedback mechanism, in which
the bar responds to local hydrodynamics and the local hydrodynamics respond to the bar
and with variable temporal scales (Gallagher et al., 1998; Plant et al., 1999; Plant et al.,
2001; Plant et al., 2006). However, the simple presence (or absence) of a sandbar can be
one of the most influential factors affecting beach morphology and sediment transport
processes (discussed further in Chapters 3 and 4).
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2.7 Littoral Processes
The dominant processes acting within the littoral zone are waves, tides, currents,
and wind. These processes often work together to induce sediment entrainment, transport,
and deposition, constantly shaping and reshaping the beach and nearshore morphology.
The interaction of littoral processes and beach morphology is discussed in Chapters 3 and
4.
Waves are generated by shear stresses induced by wind blowing across the water
surface. The wave height and period are determined by the wind duration and velocity,
and the distance over which the wind blows, or fetch. As waves move from the area of
generation, they undergo transformation of their spectral energy density, height,
wavelength, velocity, and other hydrodynamic properties (Komar, 1998). A widely used
application for describing the transformation of waves as they move onshore is the linear
wave theory, also referred to as Airy theory or small-amplitude wave theory (Figure 2.3).
Before reaching the coast, waves are oscillatory and non-breaking as they propagate
landward across the offshore region. Deep water waves have circular water particle
trajectories, as the orbital excursion distance does not generally reach the seafloor and
remain unimpeded (first-order small amplitude waves). Larger storm waves can induce
sediment transport in the offshore region.
Entering the nearshore region, waves particle trajectories become more elliptical
in shape (Figure 2.3). A wave will shoal, or increase in height to conserve energy as the
wave celerity and wavelength decrease with decreasing water depth. Shoaling results in a
transformation in wave shape from sinusoidal (offshore) to a narrower crest with a broad
trough.

High onshore-directed water particle velocity in the wave crest eventually
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exceeds the wave form causing it to become unstable and break. In the region of wave
shoaling and wave breaking, sediment is often entrained due to the wave orbitals reaching
the bottom or wave-induced turbulence from wave breaking. The onshore- and offshoredirected velocity within the elliptical orbits becomes important for driving sediment
transport either onshore or offshore, depending on the sediment fall velocity relative to
the direction of wave orbit. The breaking wave can be visually classified as plunging,
surging, spilling, or collapsing depending on the ratio of the wave height to wavelength
and beach slope. According to linear wave theory, the wave period does not change
during wave transformation, but remains constant as the wave propagates onshore. This
is not the case for non-linear wave interactions

Figure 2.3. Orbital motions of small-amplitude waves: circular in deep water, elliptical in
intermediate water, and linear in shallow water. Modified from Schwartz, M., Ed. (2005).
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As waves move across the surf zone after breaking, they enter the swash zone.
Rather than orbits, swash motions are linear, with back and forth motion (Figure 2.3).
High velocities in the swash zone result in an upper-flow regime, where sediment
transport is highest. The swash uprush is initiated by bore collapse at the shoreline,
decreasing to zero velocity at the upper limit of runup. As backwash starts from zero
velocity (at the upper limit of runup), gravity-driven velocity acceleration occurs as some
water percolates into the beach and the rest flows downslope across the foreshore. The
nature of swash runup and rundown is dependent on several factors, such as beach slope
and wave height (Hunt, 1959; Battjes, 1974; Guza and Thornton, 1982), wavelength
(Stockdon et al., 2006), in- and exfiltration through permeable beds (Turner and
Masselink, 1998; Elfink and Baldock, 2002), groundwater (Butt and Russell, 2000), shear
stress and friction coefficients (Puleo and Holland, 2001; Puleo et al., 2003; Masselink
and Puleo, 2006), and fluid acceleration and turbulence (Puleo et al., 2003; Puleo et al.,
2007). Estimation of runup and the resulting beach morphology changes have been the
focus of many studies (Guza and Thornton, 1982; Holman and Sallenger, 1985; Holman,
1986; Larson et al., 2004; Ruggiero et al., 2004; Stockdon at al., 2006; Roberts et al.,
2010, among others).
Other attributes of waves that are important to littoral processes include wave
setup and setdown (Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1963; Bowen et al., 1968; Battjes,
1972; Guza and Thornton, 1981; Holman, 1990), and spectral wave energy (i.e., incident
and infragravity). Wave setup is a tilt, or additional elevation, of the water level due to
the non-linear transfer of momentum of breaking waves. It is especially important during
periods of elevated water levels, such as during storms (Dean and Bender, 2006).
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Infragravity waves, with periods in excess of 20 seconds, have been observed to
influence both hydrodynamics (i.e., swash runup and edge waves) and rhythmic beach
morphology (e.g., beach cusps, sandbar). Guza and Thornton (1982) found that swash
motions are strongly influenced by infragravity motions, especially on dissipative
beaches (Wright and Short, 1984) and may increase erosion during storms (Puleo at al.,
2000). Rhythmic morphology has also been attributed to infragravity motions and edge
waves, often creating a feedback loop between morphology and hydrodynamics
(Masselink et al., 2004; Coco and Murray, 2007). Infragravity energy effects on beaches
include (but are certainly not limited to) influence on setup, swash runup, edge waves,
and morphologic features such as sandbars and beach cusps (Holman, 1981; Sallenger
and Holman, 1987; Sallenger and Holman, 1993; Holland et al., 1995; Ciriano et al.,
2005).
Tides are also a primary modulating factor influencing beach and inlet
morphology, hydrodynamics, and littoral transport. Tides result from the gravitational
force of the moon and sun, and are influenced by the Coriolis effect, position of
continents and island archipelagos, and the amphidromic points within the ocean basins
about which tides rotate (Komar, 1998; Davis and Fitzgerald, 2004). Tidal range varies
depending on the coastal geometry and shoaling behavior of the tidal wave, which can be
classified as micro- (0-2 m), meso- (2-4 m), or macro-tidal (>4 m). Tidal fluctuations
correspond with the lunar cycle, and are described as semi-diurnal (two tides daily) or
diurnal (one tide daily). The magnitude of tides changes throughout the lunar cycle, and
are referred to as spring (extreme tidal range) or neap (minimal tidal range). Tides
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moving through inlets also can generate tidal currents, affecting the adjacent beaches and
the inlet itself (Wang et al., 2011a).
Wind and currents are also important factors of littoral transport. Currents in the
nearshore drive sediment transport and can modify the nearshore hydrodynamics (e.g.,
setup, breaking waves). Currents are a cell-circulation system, and can consist of a
longshore and cross-shore component. Cross-shore currents can generate undertow and
rip currents (directed offshore). Alongshore currents are often generated by obliquely
incident wave approach (Komar, 1998) and wind (Shepard and Inman, 1950). Wind
plays a primary role in wave and current generation, but also in dune formation and
morphology. Dunes result from eolian (wind) processes, where dry sand is transported
landward by the onshore component of wind and is deposited at some sort of obstruction
(Davis, 1994). Dunes are often important features protecting uplands during storms.
Beach morphology change is the result of sediment transport due to interplay of
various littoral processes.

Sediment transport involves erosion and entrainment of

sediment particles and then movement and deposition. Modes of sediment transport can
be categorized as bedload or suspended load (Komar, 1998; Boggs, 2006). Bedload
transport involves traction transport and saltation of coarser grains remaining close to the
bed. Suspended load transport is the transport of particles in the water column, held
above the bed by turbulence. Many predictions of sediment transport are based on
relative quantities of bedload and/or suspended load transport, typically referred to as the
energetics model (Bagnold, 1963; 1966). However, it is difficult to predict transport
simply based on waves and currents due to complex littoral processes and parameters
such as wind stress, sediment size, slope, and inherent spatial variations (Seymour, 1989).
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As grain size variation exists across most beaches, selective entrainment depends on the
relative energy of the littoral processes, complicating the study of beach morphology
change (Bagnold, 1940; Komar, 1987).
Transport in the littoral zone is generally confined to the region shoreward of the
temporally-defined depth of closure. The depth of closure for a given time interval is the
landward-most depth seaward of which there is no significant change in bottom elevation
and no significant net sediment exchange (Kraus et al., 1999). The depth of closure is
strongly controlled by the temporal scale, and can be determined in terms of wave height,
period, and sediment density (Hallermeier, 1977; Birkemeier, 1985) or by time-series
beach profile convergence (Kraus et al., 1999). As the temporal scale changes, so do the
controlling parameters and forcing influencing the depth of closure, extending from
wave-induced cross-shore sediment transport, to longshore sediment transport gains and
losses, bar dynamics, and antecedent geology (Nicholls et al., 2008).
In addition to the finite details of transport processes, the larger-scale sediment
source, pathway, and sink are important to the littoral processes in coastal areas (Allen,
1988). A sediment budget can be obtained by identifying sediment sources and sinks (or
sediment volume gains and losses) for a specified control volume or cell, or in a series of
connecting calculation cells, over a given time (Rosati, 2005). Sources of sediment
include longshore sediment transport, erosion of bluffs, transport by rivers, erosion of
beaches, beach nourishment, and relative sea level fall. Sediment sinks are of longshore
sediment transport, accretion of the beach, removal of beach material, relative sea level
rise, and losses to the offshore. The pathway is the transportation route the sediment
takes from source to sink. In addition, by determining the area of losses and gains, the
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direction of longshore sediment transport direction can be inferred by isolating the
sources and sinks and balancing the “budget” (Rosati, 2005).

2.8 Natural and Anthropogenic Influences
Under non-stormy or typical conditions, littoral processes keep the beach in a
state of dynamic equilibrium. A beach in equilibrium occurs when the curvature in
planview and profile are adjusted so that arriving waves provide the precise energy
required for the transport of sediment to the beach evenly (Tanner, 1958; Komar, 1998).
As the planform equilibrium is reached through the “spreading out” of sediment through
longshore transport (Dean, 2002), the profile equilibrium is achieved under conditions of
relatively constant waves and water levels leading to zero net sediment transport gradient
(Wang and Kraus, 2005). A beach in dynamic equilibrium describes the beach state as
fluctuating about an equilibrium, but slowly changing with time (Schwartz, 2005) where
both the equilibrium beach and beach in dynamic equilibrium are influenced by waves,
tides, currents, and other littoral processes under typical conditions. Discussion of beach
processes evolving towards an equilibrium is discussed in Chapter 3.
The high-wave energy and water levels associated with storms can dramatically
alter the morphology of beaches and coasts. The two most common storm occurrences
impacting the beaches and coasts are storms generated in mid-latitudes, such as
northeasters in the winter, and storms generated in low-latitudes, such as hurricanes in the
summer. A northeaster is an extratropical storm that specifically, and frequently, impacts
the northeast coast of the U.S., with winds primarily from the northeast and therefore
most significantly impacting northeast-facing beaches (e.g., Delaware).
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Hurricanes

(tropical storms) typically form during the summer over warm water and are often a
major influence on Florida beaches. Depending on the magnitude, speed of the storm
(and therefore, duration), and path of the storm, hurricanes and winter storms can
significantly impact and alter coastal regions (Dolan and Davis, 1992; Morton et al., 1994;
Sallenger, 2000; Zheng et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2006; Stone et al., 1997; Houser and
Hamilton, 2009). The impact of different storms will be discuss in Chapter 4.
A longer-term natural contributor to beach and coastal change are sea-level
fluctuations, and most recently primarily the rise in relative seal level. Rising eustatic
levels and the potential impact on beaches has been the topic of many recent studies
(FitzGerald et al., 2008; Nicholls and Cazenave, 2010; Absalonsen and Dean, 2011;
Houston and Dean, 2011). Local change in sea level, or relative sea level, includes
regional fluctuations in water levels and contributions to elevation change due to
tectonics, glacial rebound, groundwater withdrawal, and other local activities. The effect
of relative sea-level rise on a beach profile results in disequilibrium, where the rise in
water level requires the addition of sediment to return the profile to the equilibrium state
(Bruun, 1962; Dean, 1991).
One of the main anthropogenic influences to the beach is shore stabilization,
which can be categorized as either soft or hard stabilization. Hard stabilization is the
placement of structures to protect or stabilize the coast, such as breakwaters, jetties,
seawalls, and groins. The use of hard structures alters both the wave field, through
refraction, diffraction, and wave dampening, influencing the shoreline and beach in the
direct lee and vicinity of the structure (Komar and McDougal, 1988; Kraus and Galgano,
2001; Kraus and Hanson, 2001). Soft stabilization, often beach nourishment, is an
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approach to stabilizing the beach using the placement of natural materials (i.e., sand) on
the beach or dunes. Beach nourishment is a widely used anthropogenic approach that
influences the beach dynamics through the placement of large quantities of sand
compatible with the native sand, to advance the beach seaward (Dean, 2002). Beach
nourishment is often considered desirable as it provides habitat, storm protection, and
recreational space by widening the beach (National Research Council (NRC), 1995). The
influence and performance of beach nourishment has been widely studied, often with
varying results depending on the spatial and temporal scale of the nourishment and study
area, and oceanographic and geologic conditions in the region (Dixon and Pilkey, 1991;
Valverde et al., 1999; Capobianco et al., 2001; Hanson et al., 2002; Finkl and Walker,
2002; Nordstrom, 2005). In addition, dredging, sediment mining or removal, backbarrier
construction, and nutrient loading are other anthropogenic influences to the coast,
although these do not necessarily affect beach morphodynamics (Davis and FitzGerald,
1994). Both natural and anthropogenic influences to different coasts are discussed in
Chapters 3 and 4.
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CHAPTER 3
FOUR-YEAR PERFORMANCE AND ASSOCIATED CONTROLLING
FACTORS OF SEVERAL BEACH NOURISHMENT PROJECTS ALONG
THREE ADJACENT BARRIER ISLANDS, WEST-CENTRAL FLORIDA, USA

3.1 Introduction
Especially common in Florida, beach nourishment is a widely implemented
method for mitigating beach erosion (Davis et al., 2000). This ubiquitously used method
is less intrusive as compared to hard structures and is typically less expensive, with the
advantages of acting as a buffer to storms while also providing both a recreational beach
and habitat for (often) endangered species (Stauble and Kraus, 1993; Hamm et al., 2002).
Beach nourishment introduces a perturbation to the nearshore system subsequently
modified by natural forces in both the cross-shore and longshore directions (Dean, 2002).
However, as coastal dynamics vary substantially along the world’s evolving coastlines,
the specific cross- and longshore morphological changes vary with both space and time.
Therefore, detailed physical monitoring of site-specific coastal processes and morphology
following nourishments are essential to quantify and predict nourishment performance,
gain a more complete understanding of the underlying causes of beach erosion, and
improve project design (NRC, 1995).
Important parameters in evaluating the efficacy of a nourishment often include
(but are not limited to) the dry beach width, volume of sand remaining after a storm, and
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subaqueous sand volume determining total volume remaining (NRC, 1995).
Identification of appropriate nourishment strategies in European countries are generally
based on inherent beach properties such as volume, dry-beach width, and shoreline
location (Hamm et al., 2002; Hanson et al., 2002). According to Browder and Dean
(2000), project performance must be evaluated through adequate monitoring obtaining
information on the volume of sand used for nourishment and the planform area remaining
over the design-life of the project.

In addition, time-dependent sediment transport

gradients necessary to evaluate planform and profile evolution requires sufficiently
detailed temporal and spatial resolution of the beach-profile changes following
nourishments (Work and Dean, 1995).
Controlling factors of nourishment performance vary among projects, as well as
over space and time. Benedet et al. (2007) evaluated a nourishment on Florida’s east
coast concluding that rather than wave transformation over bathymetric irregularities or
alongshore grain-size distribution, the most significant factor influencing the
development of erosional hotspots was the change in shoreline orientation due to the
nourishment itself, resulting in accelerated alongshore currents and increased sediment
transport potential.

Analyzing eight years of post-nourishment data from northwest

Florida, Browder and Dean (2000) identified project performance as most significantly
related to the occurrence of storms and the proximity to tidal inlets. Capobianco et al.
(2002) concluded that advancement of quality control and identification of uncertainty in
modeling beach nourishments are of great significance for predicting project performance.
Based on profile surveys extending to approximately -1.5 m water depth, Davis et al.,
(2000) identified several factors controlling a nourishment on a single barrier island in
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west-central Florida including relative location in the regional longshore sediment
transport regime, magnitude of wave energy, sediment characteristics of the borrow
material, local reversal and/or gradient in longshore transport, presence of hard structures,
adjacent beach nourishment, variations in shoreline orientation, and beach-fill
construction technique.
The first systematic monitoring study in west-central Florida was initiated in 1988
(Lin and Dean, 1989a, 1989b; University of South Florida- Coastal Research Lab (USFCRL), 1988, 1989). Several studies on nourishment project performance have since been
published (Davis et al., 2000; Elko et al., 2005; Elko and Wang, 2007), but focused
primarily on nourishments of individual barrier islands. This study evaluates the fouryear performance of a larger-scale beach nourishment project in 2006 on three adjacent
barrier islands located in Pinellas County, west-central Florida. Monthly to bi-monthly
surveys of beach and nearshore profiles spaced at less than 300 m apart were conducted
from 2006-2010, totaling over 5,200 profiles extending to roughly -3 m water depth, or
the short-term depth of closure. These high resolution temporal and spatial data are
examined to evaluate nourishment performance and controlling factors on individual
barrier islands and the barrier island-inlet system as a whole. The active interaction
between adjacent barrier islands may have a substantial influence on nourishment
performance, particularly those in close proximity to tidal inlets. The objectives of this
part of the study are to examine the 2006 nourishment performance and identify the
primary (and where applicable, secondary) controlling factors.
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3.2 Study Area
The west-central Florida coast is composed of an extensive barrier-island chain,
including both wave-dominated and mixed-energy barrier islands (Davis and Bernard,
2003). Several beaches along three barrier islands, including Sand Key, Treasure Island,
and Long Key were nourished in 2006 (Figure 3.1). Sand Key is bound to the north by
Clearwater Pass inlet and separated to the south from Treasure Island by John’s Pass inlet.
Both inlets are mixed-energy with large ebb-tidal shoals (Gibeaut and Davis, 1993). The
stabilized wave-dominated migratory Blind Pass (Wang et al., 2009, 2011a, 2011b) inlet
separates Treasure Island to the north and Long Key to the south. Long Key is bound to
the south by Pass-A-Grille inlet, which is one of the inlets entering the greater Tampa
Bay. Sand for the 2006 beach nourishment was borrowed from the Egmont shoals at the
mouth of Tampa Bay. The three barrier islands have an overall shoreline orientation
change of 65 degrees from northwest-facing to southwest-facing beaches, controlled by
the antecedent geology (Figure 3.1).

The broad bedrock headland on Sand Key is

composed of the Miocene Tampa Limestone, which outcrops in the Indian Rocks area at
the headland.

The underlying geology also influences the gradient of the inner

continental shelf. Offshore sand ridges in the northern portion of the county (west of
Sand Key) and ebb-tidal shoals introduce additional variability to the overall inner
continental shelf and nearshore bathymetry. Regional longshore transport is to the south,
driven primarily by the frequent passages of winter cold fronts. The beach sediment is
bi-modal composed of fine quartz sand (0.13-0.20 mm) and shell debris of various sizes;
the 2006 nourishment consisted of mainly of fine quartz sand (0.18-0.20 mm). The
overfill ratio (AN/AF) for ranged between 0.65 and 1.11.
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Clearwater Pass

John’s Pass

Blind Pass

Pass-A-Grille
Figure 3.1. General location and bathymetric map of the study area, encompassing all
three barrier islands in Pinellas County Map. White crosses indicate the location of
example beach profiles discussed.

Up to date, site-specific erosion rates are not available for the entire study area.
From 1973 to 1987, the shoreline erosion rate was identified as 2 m/yr for Pinellas
County (Dean et al., 1998). A more recent study of shoreline erosion rates following the
nourishment of Upham Beach (Long Key), an erosional hotspot, from 1996 to 1998
reported erosion rates (at Upham Beach only) of approximately 70 m/yr from 1996-97
and 135 m/yr during the El Niño winter of 1997-98 (Elko et al., 2005). Most of Sand
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Key and the totality of Treasure Island and Long Key have been identified as critically
eroding, identified as when the beach erosion threatens upland resources (Florida
Department of Environmental Protection, 2011).
The west-central Florida coast is mixed microtidal, with spring tides typically
diurnal with a 1 m tidal range while neap tides are semi-diurnal ranging about 0.4 m. The
wave energy is generally low along the Pinellas County coast, with an average nearshore
significant wave height of less than 30 cm based on field measurements obtained from
2003-2005 approximately 400 m seaward of Blind Pass (Wang et al., 2011a). Waves are
typically sea-type generated by local winds. Higher waves are often associated with the
passages of cold fronts every couple of weeks during the winter and occasional distal
passages of tropical storms in the summer (with direct landfall less frequent). Highly
oblique waves generated by the post-frontal northerly winds during cold-front passages
result in more active southward longshore sediment transport as compared to the
northerly transport by the predominant southerly approaching smaller waves (Wang et al.,
2011a). This results in a net southward longshore sediment transport (Walton, 1976).
Local variations in observed patterns of beach erosion and accretion across the
study area are induced by modified nearshore wave conditions resulting from bathymetric
variations, including inlet and ebb-tidal shoal interactions and changes in northwest- to
southwest-facing shoreline orientation. To illustrate the disparity in nearshore wave
conditions, modifications to nearshore wave propagation (from an offshore input wave
spectrum) were examined qualitatively using the CMS-Wave model (Lin et al., 2008).
Under idealized northerly approaching waves representing relatively energetic conditions
typically associated with cold front passages, the broad headland on Sand Key shelters
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the adjacent beaches to the south dissipating incoming waves along south Sand Key,
Treasure Island, and Long Key (Figure 3.2). Similarly, the beach north of the headland is
sheltered from southerly waves, representing the predominant wave conditions in the
study area (Figure 3.3). Energetic southerly approaching waves tend to be generated
during the prefrontal phase of winter storms and during the distal passages of tropical
storms.

At and around the headland, the waves are typically stronger both under

northerly and southerly approaching waves.

Figure 3.2. Idealized northerly approaching waves modeled in CMS-Wave for the study
area, with Ho = 2 m and Tp = 7 s approaching from the NW (330º).
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Figure 3.3. Idealized southerly approaching waves modeled in CMS-Wave for the study
area, with Ho = 1 m and Tp = 6 s approaching from the SW (220º).

Ebb tidal shoals have substantial influence on wave propagation patterns. This
influence is directly relevant to the performance of beach nourishment projects on
proximal beaches, such as the John’s Pass ebb-tidal shoal interaction with Sunshine
Beach on north Treasure Island. Wave shoaling over the shallow portion of the John’s
Pass ebb shoal and wave refraction over the entire sand body is illustrated by the CMSWave model result (Figure 3.4). Wave refraction at the downdrift portion of the shoal,
south of the attachment point, is also evident. It is also worth noting that moderately
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higher waves reach the southern stretch of the barrier island at Sunset Beach, resulting
from a nearshore relict dredge pit excavated in the late 1960’s approximately between
300-600 m offshore. As discussed in the following, this locally increased wave energy is
responsible for accelerated erosion in that area.

Sunshine Beach

Sunset
Beach

Figure 3.4. Interaction of waves with the large John’s Pass ebb-tidal shoal and the
influence to adjacent beaches is modeled in CMS-Wave, with Ho = 2 m and Tp = 7 s
approaching from the NW (330º). Also note, the higher waves reaching the southern
portion of Treasure Island (Sunset Beach).
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3.3 2006 Beach Nourishment on Three Adjacent Barrier Islands
Details of the 2006 nourishment of beaches along the three adjacent barrier
islands: Sand Key, Treasure Island, and Long Key are summarized in Table 3.1. The
northern-most nourished barrier island, Sand Key, is 22 km in length and the longest
barrier island on the west peninsular Florida coast (Figure 3.5). The Sand Key barrier
island extends around a broad headland composed of the Miocene Tampa Limestone.
Sand Key has been nourished at various locations along the barrier island since the early
1960’s (Dixon and Pilkey, 1991; Loeb, 1994). In the 1980’s (and continuing to present),
a comprehensive nourishment program was implemented for maintenance of healthy
beaches along Sand Key (Davis et al., 2000). The 2006 nourishment of Sand Key was
divided into several project area segments from north to south: North Sand Key, Belleair
Shore (no fill), Indian Rocks Beach, the Headland, Indian Shores, North Redington
Beach, and Redington Beach (no fill). The average fill density in the United States is
approximately 250 m3/m (Dean, 2002). However, along these beaches, the fill density at
the different project sections were lower than the national average, as these beaches are in
a micro-tidal, low-wave energy environment, and therefore are not expected to require as
much sand as compared to higher-energy coasts. In 2006, approximately 1,690,000 m3 of
sand was placed on Sand Key, with a design berm width and height of 76 m and 1.5 m in
North Sand Key (fill density of 238 m3/m), respectively, and 27 m and 1.5 m at all other
project areas (fill density of 84 m3/m). As will be discussed in the following, the wider
nourishment at North Sand Key was designed based on the identification of the localized
divergence in longshore transport, historically resulting in accelerated erosion.
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Table 3.1. Overview of 2006 nourishment projects. Each fill segment is divided into
individual projects, including information on construction date, total quantity placed, fill
sediment grain size, design berm width, and volume density.

Project

Construction

(Fill Segment)

Length

Total Volume Sediment
Placed
Grain Size
3

(km)

(m )

Berm
Width

Volume
Density

(mm)

(m)

(m3/m)

1,690,000

Sand Key
North
Sand Key

11/01/05-04/15/06

3.3

0.18

76

238

(R55-R66)
Indian Rocks
Beach

04/16/06-05/29/06

3.3

0.18

27

84

Headland

05/02/06-06/21/06

2.1

0.18

27

84

(R82-R89)
Indian
Shores

05/29/06-07/21/06

3.3

0.18

27

84

07/20/06-07/31/06

2.1

0.18

27

84

0.5

0.19

30

127

1.2

0.20

23

97

0.18

61

207

(R71-R82)

(R89-R100)
N. Redington
(R100-R107)
180,000

Treasure Island
Sunshine Beach 08/09/06-08/18/06
(R127-R129)
Sunset Beach

08/18/06-08/28/06

(R137-R141)
Long Key
Upham with
T-Groins

124,000
09/03/06-09/16/06

0.6

(LK1-LK5)
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Within the North Sand Key project, a reversal of the regional southward
longshore sediment transport caused by wave refraction over the large Clearwater Pass
ebb shoal occurs, evident by the accretional fillet along the south side of the Clearwater
Pass jetty. Belleair Shore is a 1.6 km section that opted out of the 2006 nourishment, but
is included in this monitoring study to investigate longshore spreading and end losses of
the adjacent nourishment material.

Located in the area where the Miocene Tampa

Limestone outcrops, Indian Rocks Beach is characterized as a straight and relatively long
section of Sand Key, with a net southward longshore transport consistent with the
regional trend. The Headland project encompasses the broad westward protruding area
exhibiting a shoreline orientation change from northwest- to southwest-facing.

The

southwest-facing beaches along Indian Shores are somewhat sheltered from northerly
waves by the protruding headland to the north (Figure 3.2). Similar to Indian Rocks
Beach, North Redington Beach is also a relatively long and straight beach, with only the
northern section nourished.
Two sections of the 6 km-long Treasure Island were nourished in 2006: Sunshine
Beach to the north and Sunset Beach towards the southern end (Figure 3.6). A total of
180,000 m3 of sediment was placed within the two project areas on Treasure Island in
2006, with design berm width/height of 30 m/1.5 m (fill density of 127 m3/m) and
23 m/1.5 m (fill density of 97 m3/m) on Sunshine Beach and Sunset Beach, respectively.
Treasure Island is a heavily developed drumstick barrier island, with the fairly large
John’s Pass ebb-tidal shoal attaching directly to the downdrift (south) shoreline
approximately 1 km south of the inlet. The attachment results in a very wide beach just
south of the 0.6 km Sunshine Beach project area (Figure 3.6 inset). However, wave
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refraction over the John’s Pass ebb shoal results in a local reversal in longshore sediment
transport north of the attachment point and a stronger transport gradient, contributing to
the chronic erosion along Sunshine Beach (Wang et al., 2011a). Sunset Beach, located
along southern Treasure Island, is 1.2 km in length and has much narrower beaches partly
due to its distance from sediment input at the ebb-tidal delta attachment. A relict dredge
pit, located approximately 300 m offshore, contributes to accelerated erosion from wave
focusing in this area (Figure 3.4). Nourishments on Treasure Island have been frequent
since the first reported nourishment in 1964, with recurrence intervals of 2-5 years
(Dixon and Pilkey, 1991; Loeb, 1994).

Figure 3.5. Project area locations and adjacent tidal inlets are identified on a bathymetric
map of Sand Key.
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Dredge Pit
Figure 3.6. Project area locations and adjacent tidal inlets are identified on a bathymetric
map of Treasure Island. Inset: Google Earth image of the large John’s Pass ebb-tidal
shoal and attachment point.

Once a drumstick barrier island, Long Key (Figure 3.7) has been experiencing
persistent erosion on the northern end over the last five to six decades (Elko et al., 2005;
Elko and Wang, 2007).

The gradual capture of its tidal prism by the neighboring

John’sPass (Mehta et al., 1976) resulted in the evolution of Blind Pass towards a
southward migrating inlet from a once large and relatively stable inlet (Davis and
Bernard, 2003). Blind Pass has been identified as one of the most highly structured inlets
along Florida’s west coast (Davis and Bernard, 2000). Consequently, the decreasing
stability associated with the tidal prism and stabilizing the southward-migrating Blind
Pass with rock jetties have added to the persistent erosion at the northern end of Long
Key.
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Figure 3.7. Project area locations and adjacent tidal inlets are identified on a bathymetric
map of Long Key.

Upham Beach, located directly downdrift of Blind Pass on northern Long Key, is
considered a chronically eroding feeder beach (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE),
1999) and one of the most rapidly eroding nourished beaches in Florida (Dixon and
Pilkey, 1989). The erosion at Upham is partly caused by a significant deficit in the
southward longshore sediment transport, due to the heavily structured Blind Pass (Elko
and Davis, 2006). In addition, the collapse of a once extensive ebb tidal shoal at Blind
Pass due to the reduction in the tidal prism associated with Blind Pass resulted in
temporary accretion and a more landward-located equilibrium planform (Elko and Wang,
2007), which is presently eroding as the source (collapse of the old ebb-tidal shoal) has
diminished. Therefore, Upham Beach is experiencing rapid erosion from both being out
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of planform equilibrium due to a diminished ebb tidal shoal and by the interruption of
littoral drift due to the structured Blind Pass.
Upham Beach was first nourished in 1968 (Loeb, 1994), and since 1975 has
routinely eroded to its pre-nourished shoreline position within two to three years
following each successive nourishment (Elko, 1999; Elko and Davis, 2006). Various
nourishment performances at Upham over roughly the last decade supporting the
necessity for frequent nourishment intervals have been discussed in Elko (1999, 2005,
2006), Elko et al. (2005), and Elko and Wang (2007).

In 2006, approximately

124,000 m3 of sediment was placed along the northern 0.6 km of Long Key, in
conjunction with the placement of five experimental low-profile geotextile T-groin
structures. The design berm width/height was 61 m/1.5 m (fill density of 207 m3/m) at
Upham Beach.

3.4 Post-Nourishment Monitoring and Evaluation Methods
To quantify the performance of the 2006 beach nourishment projects, the initial
two years post-nourishment beach morphology was monitored monthly (2006-2008) and
then bi-monthly during the subsequent two years (2008-2010). A total of 145 beach
profiles were surveyed approximately every 300 m at R-monuments established by the
State of Florida, totaling 5,200 surveyed beach profiles over the four-year study period.
The survey lines extend to roughly -3 m NAVD88, or to the short-term closure depth in
this area (Wang and Davis, 1999). Horizontal and vertical controls were established
using Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) Global Positioning System (GPS). Level-and-transit
survey procedures were followed using an electronic total survey station and a 4-m
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survey rod. The survey was conducted using NAD83 State Plane (Florida West 0902)
coordinate system in meters, referenced to NAVD88 (~ 8.2 cm above mean sea level in
the study area).
Beach volume and contour analysis was conducted using the software RMAP
(Regional Morphology Analysis Package), developed by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. Beach changes were evaluated from the immediate post-nourishment month,
which varies across the study area over a period of five months (Table 3.1). Erosion or
deposition on the dry beach, above the shoreline, above the nearshore region, and across
the entire profile were calculated as volume changes above +1 m, 0 m, -1 m NAVD88,
and the short-term depth of closure (DOC), respectively. The contour location changes at
the +1 m and 0 m NAVD88 were also evaluated. Volume and contour changes along
each profile were evaluated based on the difference at these locations for the four-year
monitoring period. For temporal continuity and due to variable nourishment completion
months, the profile volume and contour changes were evaluated initiating in October
2006, when all nourishment projects had been completed. The termination date of
evaluation is determined by the occurrence of another nourishment on Treasure Island
and Long Key during August-October 2010. Therefore, the evaluation period ends in the
month prior to the 2010 nourishment: Sand Key was evaluated from October 2006October 2010, Treasure Island from October 2006-June 2010, and Long Key from
October 2006-August 2010. It is worth noting that the authors recognize that for much of
the northern section of the study area (primarily the northern half of Sand Key),
significant profile and planform equilibration may have occurred during the initial sixmonth post-nourishment period, which was excluded from the overall four-year volume
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and contour change analysis. However, the morphologic changes preceding the volume
and contour analysis initiation month (i.e., May through September 2006) are discussed
in individual examples. Details of the initial planform and profile equilibration of the
beach profiles following the 2006 nourishment can be found in Wang et al. (2009).

3.5 Results and Discussion
Temporal and spatial variability of project performance was observed within each
of the project areas, owing to distinct regional controls on the morphology and nearshore
wave conditions. Several factors influencing the performance and morphologic changes
were evaluated, including the proximity of a beach to tidal inlets, longshore transport
gradients and direction, shoreline orientation, variations in the general depth of the inner
continental shelf, and project length.
No significant tropical storms directly impacted the study area during the fouryear period from October 2006 through October 2010.

A proximal tropical storm,

Alberto (06/2006), impacted the study area during the nourishment construction and had
significant influence on the profile equilibration along the already constructed sections
(North Sand Key, Indian Rocks Beach). Distal passages, about 500 km offshore, of
Hurricanes Ike and Gustav in 2008 generated high waves with abnormally long wave
periods. The El Niño winter of 2009-2010 had more frequent and stronger than average
cold front passages (Wang et al., 2011b).

In other words, the beach nourishment

performance discussed here is largely dominated by gradual processes with no
extraordinary events.
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3.5.1 Beach Morphology Changes
Several different types of beach morphology and morphologic changes were
classified to provide qualitative characterization of profile types across the study area. In
the following, the discussion is organized based on the classified generalized morphology
type and profile response rather than based on individual projects or barrier islands. An
approximate length of shoreline in the study area that is represented by each morphology
type is given, although not all profiles were classified as one of the example morphologic
types discussed (such as the profile located at the ebb-delta attachment point on Treasure
Island which is an example of a unique profile-morphology type). The length of coast
with profiles that were not classified as one of the example profile types discussed is
2.7 km.

3.5.1.1 “Typical” Stable Profile
The first morphologic type characterized herein is the “typical” beach profile,
which was measured at the majority of locations along the west-central Florida barrierisland coast, consisting of a nearshore bar. When the beach nourishment extended to or
was seaward of the pre-nourishment location of the bar, the bar typically reformed as part
of the initial post-nourishment profile equilibration as illustrated by profile data at R75
located in the Indian Rocks project area north of the Sand Key headland shown in
Figure 3.8 (see Figure 3.1 for location).

The immediate post-nourishment profile is

shown by the 05/06 profile, and the 08/06 profile shows the formation of an offshore
sandbar following the passage of Tropical Storm (TS) Alberto in June 2006 (08/06
profile). The formation, or offshore migration, of the sandbar is quite typical within the
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study area following a storm or high energy event, with subsequent onshore migration
during calmer periods, such as the summer months. Ubiquitous among many beach
profiles in the study area, at R75 the shoreline remained fairly stable over the subsequent
two years post-nourishment, with most of the profile variations occurring within the
dynamic nearshore bar, and only 4 m of shoreline retreat measured between 05/06 and
04/08. Although the dry-beach (berm) experienced erosion between 04/08 and 04/10, the
shoreline position continued to be stable, with only an additional 2 m of retreat. During
the last six-months of monitoring during the summer (04/10-10/10), the bar migrated
onshore 34 m, with 5 m of shoreline retreat measured. Overall, 10 m of shoreline retreat
was measured at this example profile over the four-year monitoring period, with most of
the morphologic variations occurring within the nearshore region and the migrating
sandbar.

The offshore migration of the bar during the winter months and onshore

migration during the summer months characterize the typical profile response of the
studied beaches. The length of coast represented by profiles classified as typical is
16.2 km.

3.5.1.2 Monotonic Profile Located in a Divergent Zone
The North Sand Key project is located within the divergence zone resulting from
wave refraction over the Clearwater Pass ebb-tidal shoal.

This stretch of beach is

typically characterized by monotonic profiles. The design berm (76 m) in this region was
constructed wider than the adjacent projects on Sand Key due to the recognition of the
divergence zone resulting in an erosional hotspot between R59 and R61. Figure 3.9
shows an example profile from the erosional hotspot region, R59 (see Figure 3.1 for
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location). Following the passage of Tropical Storm Alberto in June 2006, shortly after
the completion of the nourishment, marked erosion of the beach and intertidal area with
the development of a substantial nearshore sandbar occurred (07/06), as part of initial
profile equilibration from an immediate post-nourishment sand-rich monotonic profile in
May 2006. However, the existence of the sandbar was short lived, illustrated by the
return to a monotonic profile following the winter months (04/07). The largest profile
retreat was measured in April 2009, with over 12 m of shoreline retreat from April 2008.
At the end of the four-year nourishment monitoring period, continued profile retreat and
erosion was measured (10/10). In October 2010, a very subtle nearshore bar-like feature
was measured, resembling more of a ridge and runnel that likely developed during the
calmer summer months. Overall, this profile exemplifies continued landward retreat of
the entire profile (erosion) due to a persistent gradient resulting from diverging longshore
sand transport.

An apparent relationship between lack of an offshore sandbar and

accelerated profile retreat and erosion was observed. The lack of a sandbar here and at
similar locations is interpreted to result from the relatively large magnitude of the
longshore transport gradient. Monotonic profiles in a divergence zone represent a length
of 2.4 km.
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Figure 3.8. Example profile, R75, from Indian Rocks Beach on Sand Key illustrating the
“typical” beach state. Note: 01/28/2006 is the pre-nourishment survey.

Figure 3.9. Example of a monotonic profile, R59, from the divergence zone at North
Sand Key. Note: 04/13/2006 is the pre-nourishment survey.
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3.5.1.3 Headland Beach Profile
The headland in the middle of Sand Key has been identified as an area with
longshore sediment transport divergence (Davis el at., 2000), and thus is reasonable to
expect a longshore transport gradient due to the shoreline orientation change around the
headland.

However, no identifiable morphologic evidence of a longshore transport

gradient was found across the broad headland during the study period. It is likely that the
interaction between incident waves and the long, broad headland does not produce a
persistent gradient in space and time. The nearshore wave patterns modeled by CMSWave do not indicate an apparent mechanism leading to a persistent longshore transport
gradient (Figures 3.2 and 3.3). Figure 3.10 shows an example profile from the apex of
the headland, R84 (location shown in Figure 3.1). Immediately following nourishment
construction at the Headland project area, the passage of TS Alberto resulted in almost a
total loss of the placed sediment (06/06-07/06). As nourishment equipment was still in
place, this section was re-nourished in August 2006 to repair damages from the tropical
storm.

This second nourishment resulted in a higher sediment volume within the

nearshore system.

Following the first post-nourishment winter, the dry-beach

experienced considerable landward retreat and erosion, with a slight offshore migration
of the sandbar and offshore sediment transport (04/07). Following this initial first-year
equilibration, relatively small shoreline changes but larger sandbar location variations
were measured. Profile retreat landward of the post-TS Alberto position did not occur
until three years post-nourishment (04/09), with 14 m of retreat measured at the shoreline
between 08/06 and 04/09. The tendency of the sandbar to reflect the majority of the
morphologic variation (following initial profile equilibration) is similar to the “typical”
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beach response observed along most of studied beaches. Despite the location along the
broad headland, much of the profile variations are consistent with cross-shore dominated
morphologic response. The length of coast represented by the headland profiles is 1.8 km.

Figure 3.10. Example profile R84 located at the apex of the Headland on Sand Key.
Note: 08/01/2005 is the pre-nourishment survey.

3.5.1.4 Profiles in Close Proximity to (Downdrift of) Structured Inlets or Jetties
One cause of erosional hotspots has been identified to result from the blockage of
longshore transport by updrift barriers (Kraus and Galgano, 2001). Upham Beach is
located on the north end of Long Key, just south of the Blind Pass jetty. This stretch of
northern Long Key has been identified as a chronically eroding feeder beach by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE, 1999) resulting from the deficit in longshore
sediment transport due to the structured Blind Pass, previous accretion of the ebb-tidal
delta and subsequent loss of this source. Practically, no sand bypasses Blind Pass and
reaches Upham Beach. In addition to nourishment, a field of experimental low-profile
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geotextile T-groins was installed to help mitigate the chronic erosion at Upham Beach.
An example of time-series beach profiles at LK3, located approximately in the middle of
the T-groin field, is shown in Figure 3.11. One month after the nourishment completion
in September 2006, 12 m of berm crest (dry-beach) landward retreat and erosion with
slight nearshore deposition between the -0.5 and -2.5 m contours were measured. The
largest retreat and erosion of the entire beach-profile occurred within the first year postnourishment (10/07), with a measured 67 m of shoreline retreat and 64 m of dry-beach
retreat from the 09/06 location. Between October 2007 and 2008, landward retreat of the
entire profile continued, but to a lesser degree, with about 14 m of dry-beach retreat and
10 m of shoreline retreat measured. Although the annual rate of profile erosion slowed
after 2007, the October 2008 profile shows the initial change in overall beach-profile
shape, with the nearshore becoming more concave upwards in 2009 and 2010 (10/09 and
10/10). By June 2010, the dry-beach had retreated 86 m and the shoreline retreated 93 m
from their respective locations immediately following the nourishment (09/06). Similar
to the profiles with a persistent longshore transport gradient, a nearshore sandbar was
absent from this profile.
Another example illustrating the effects on beach profiles in close proximity to a
structured tidal inlet is the profile R127 (location shown in Figure 3.1) immediately
adjacent to John’s Pass south jetty on Sunshine Beach (Treasure Island) (Figure 3.12).
Due to wave refraction over the John’s Pass ebb-tidal shoal, net longshore sediment
transport along this stretch of beach is to the north, a local reversal, confirmed by the
impoundment at the John’s Pass south jetty.

In addition, the northward longshore

transport is further increased by flood tidal currents. Based on an inlet modeling study,
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Wang et al. (2011a) found that flood tidal currents tend to flow along the shoreline
immediately adjacent to the inlet and have considerable influence on local sediment
transport. On the other hand, the ebb flow tends to jet out of the inlet directed offshore
with negligible direct influence on nearshore sediment transport. Similar to Upham
Beach and North Sand Key, the absence of a nearshore bar is illustrated at R127
(Figure 3.12).

Within the first year post-nourishment, the entire profile migrated

landward, with 16 m of shoreline retreat measured. The continued retreat was measured
throughout the next two years post-nourishment, with an additional 5 m of shoreline
retreat by 10/09. During the following winter, the shoreline retreated nearly 10 m by
06/10, for a combined retreat of 30 m for the four-year monitoring period. The length of
coast represented by profiles that are influenced by their proximity to a structured inlet is
1.2 km.

Figure 3.11. Example profile LK3, located on Upham Beach, downdrift of the structured
Blind Pass inlet completely blocking the littoral drift. Note: 03/26/2006 is the prenourishment survey.
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Figure 3.12. Example profile R127, located on north Treasure Island, downdrift of the
structured John’s Pass inlet, influenced by flood-tidal currents running along the beach.
Note: 01/28/2006 is the pre-nourishment survey.

3.5.1.5 Profiles Near Shore Perpendicular Porous Structures
Fishing piers supported by wood or concrete pilings are common structures along
many beaches. It is valuable to examine the influence of these porous structures to
adjacent beach behavior. Figure 3.13 shows an example profile, R104A, located just
downdrift of a long fishing pier in North Redington Beach (see Figure 3.1 for location).
In contrast to the well-defined nearshore bar observed along most profiles in this area, a
relatively flat platform persists at this profile. The profile remained relatively stable over
the four-year study period, in contrast to the erosive nature of the non-barred profiles
located in areas with a strong longshore transport gradient. Interaction between the
fishing pier and incident waves seems to prevent nearshore sandbar development. Field
observations and aerial photos indicate that no impoundment of longshore moving
sediment occurs at the structure. It is worth noting that this interruption of sandbar
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morphology alongshore is also observed at other fishing piers in the study area. The
length of coast with profiles influenced by their proximity to shore perpendicular
structures is 2.1 km.

Figure 3.13. Example profile R104A, located on North Redington Beach (on Sand Key),
with sandbar morphology interruption due to the presence of a nearby shore
perpendicular porous structure. Note: 01/28/2006 is the pre-nourishment survey.

3.5.1.6 Profiles Landward of a Relict Dredge Pit
A relict dredge pit, initially excavated in 1969 (Loeb, 1994), located
approximately 300-600 m offshore paralleling the southern 3 km of Treasure Island
(Sunset Beach) has resulted in an erosional hotspot. Demir et al. (2004) concluded that
shoreline changes resulting from the effects of nearshore dredge pits are dependent on the
wave conditions, pit location, and geometry. Some studies suggest that as waves diverge
from a borrow pit, accretion is expected along the shoreline in the direct lee of the pit
(Demir et al., 2004; Kraus and Galgano, 2001), analogous to the expected wave
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divergence behind a submarine canyon (Komar, 1998). An example of time-series beach
profiles at R140 located on Sunset Beach is shown in Figure 3.14.

Immediately

following the 2006 nourishment (09/06), the overall profile was fairly steep and lacked a
sandbar. One-year post-nourishment (10/07), substantial erosion of the entire profile was
measured between +1.5 m and -2 NAVD88, with approximately 16 m of dry-beach
retreat and 18 m of shoreline retreat. Two years post-nourishment (10/08), no clear berm
crest was distinguishable, as erosion across the profile persisted to the short-term depth of
closure. By October 2009, the shoreline contour had a measured landward retreat of
nearly 30 m from its initial post-nourishment location in September 2006. Little profile
variability from the 10/09 morphology was measured in August 2010. The lack of a
sandbar and the persistent landward retreat of the entire profile, with apparent large
volumetric losses are typical of areas dominated by longshore transport gradients. It is
likely that the dredge pit has influenced wave refraction patterns of, for example,
northerly approaching waves resulting in increased transport rates along Sunset Beach.
Figure 3.14 inset shows that there hasn’t been infilling of the dredge pit during this period.
The length of coast influenced by the dredge pit is 1.2 km.
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Figure 3.14. Example profile R140, located on Sunset Beach (Treasure Island), landward
of a relict dredge pit. Note: 06/04/2006 is the pre-nourishment survey. Inset: Annual
offshore bathymetric data shows no infilling of the nearshore dredge pit between 2007
and 2010.

In summary, the majority of beaches in the study area have a dynamic nearshore
bar. Generally, the bar migrates offshore during the winter and onshore during the
summer. Once post-nourishment beach-profile equilibrium is mostly reached, the barred
beaches tend to maintain a relatively stable shoreline while the bar migrates onshore and
offshore seasonally. For the microtidal low-wave energy west-central Florida coast, this
characterizes the general seasonal beach cycle.

Along beaches with a persistent

longshore transport gradient, the bar morphology cannot be maintained. The entire
profile tends to translate landward, with little change to the overall profile shape. Various
scenarios such as longshore transport divergence caused by wave refraction over an ebbtidal shoal, interruption to littoral drift due to inlets and associated structures, and
nearshore dredge pits may initiate and maintain a longshore transport gradient along the
studied coast.
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3.5.2 Beach Profile Volume Change
Beach profile volume changes above the four contours, +1 m, 0 m, -1 m NAVD88,
and the short-term depth of closure, representing the dry-beach, shoreline, nearshore, and
across the entire profile, respectively, were analyzed for the four-year study period. The
volume changes above the dry-beach and shoreline provide information about
recreational and habitat space availability and morphologic changes resulting from
maximum wave runup (Roberts et al., 2010). The profile volume changes above the
nearshore region represent the morphology changes within and landward of the typical
breaker zone (but excluding extreme storm wave conditions). The volume change across
the entire profile is used to evaluate if sediment volume is conserved above the short-term
depth of closure.
The short-term depth of closure in Pinellas County is approximately -3 m
NAVD88. The temporal scale for determining the depth of closure can be variable, and
therefore it is emphasized here that this is the short-term depth of closure based on the
four years of data analyzed. Annual offshore bathymetry data for all profiles support the
-3 m short-term depth of closure. It may be possible that some sediment was lost, or
transported further seaward of the -3 m contour. However, that volume of sand cannot be
quantified based on time-series bathymetry surveys.
Analyzing patterns of progressive volume changes collectively above the four
contours quantitatively identifies whether morphology change measured across a profile
is induced by a net rate of cross-shore or longshore transport. Assuming no sediment loss
beyond the short-term depth of closure (roughly -3 m contour), the transport direction can
be inferred from volume changes through the conservation of sand equation: ∂h/∂t =
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∂qx/∂x + ∂qy/∂y, where h is water depth, qx and qy are the volume rate of sand transport, x,
y, and t, are the beach width, beach length, and time, respectively (Dean and Dalrymple,
2002).

Profiles with progressive measured volume loss at all four contours are

interpreted to be dominated by a longshore sediment transport gradient with
corresponding persistent erosion. Profiles with progressive measured volume gain at all
four contours are interpreted as dominated by a longshore sediment transport gradient
inducing persistent accretion. Where profile volume change above the short-term depth
of closure approaches zero, the profile is interpreted as having a negligible longshore
sediment transport gradient, and profile changes are induced primarily through crossshore sediment transport. The following analysis is discussed in terms of trends in
overall volume change on individual barrier islands, including average and maximum
volume changes within project areas from north to south.

3.5.2.1 Sand Key Profile-Volume Change
The profile-volume changes above the four contours on Sand Key are shown in
Figure 3.15. At the northern-most three surveyed profiles, all four contours had positive
volume changes directly benefiting from longshore spreading and the local reversal in
longshore transport due to wave refraction around the Clearwater Pass ebb-tidal shoal.
Both R55 and R56 were not included in the 2006 nourishment project, and therefore
benefited solely from their location adjacent to the nourishment project to the south. An
average sediment volume gain was measured at all four contours for the non-nourished
profiles.

The average dry-beach volume gain was relatively small (8 m3/m), while

23 m3/m, 42 m3/m, and 52 m3/m of sediment volume gain was measured above the
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shoreline, nearshore, and entire profile, respectively.

The largest volume gain was

measured at the northern-most surveyed profile, R55, with 75 m3/m of sediment gain
above the short-term depth of closure. In addition, the dry-beach and shoreline gained
11 m3/m and 32 m3/m of sediment volume, respectively, during the monitoring period. A
small stretch of beach north of R55 was not surveyed; however, field observations
indicate that area has gained a significant quantity of sediment from longshore spreading
and transport from the North Sand Key project area.
Within the North Sand Key project the average volume loss across the entire
profile was 90 m3/m.

This project area had the largest observed average sediment

volume loss across all four contours on Sand Key (average of 11 m3/m, 35 m3/m, and
58 m3/m negative sediment volume change above the dry-beach, shoreline, and nearshore,
respectively). The largest negative volume change within the North Sand Key project
occurred at profile R60 with over 150 m3/m of volume loss across the entire profile with
nearly 17 m3/m, 55 m3/m, and 90 m3/m of negative volume change above the dry-beach,
shoreline, and nearshore respectively (Figure 3.15). This area has been identified as an
erosional hotspot illustrated by the large quantity of volume loss over the four year period.
Similar to the sediment volume gain measured north of the North Sand Key
project area, positive volume change was also measured south of the divergence zone, in
the city of Belleair Shore. Although this municipality opted out of the 2006 nourishment,
the effects of longshore spreading from the adjacent nourishment project were beneficial,
although not to the same magnitude as the area north of North Sand Key. On average,
this stretch of non-nourished beach did not gain or lose a significant volume of sediment
above the dry-beach, shoreline, and nearshore regions. However, above the short-term
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Figure 3.15. Profile volume change on Sand Key at four representative contours, including dry-beach, shoreline, nearshore, and shortterm depth of closure. Individual project areas are identified.
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depth of closure an average volume gain of 14 m3/m was measured suggesting that a
large quantity of sediment is moving seaward of the -1 m contour likely during energetic
conditions. The largest volume accumulation was measured at the two immediately
nourishment-adjacent profiles R66 and R67, averaging 11 m3/m, 16 m3/m, and 24 m3/m
of sediment volume gain above the dry-beach, shoreline, and nearshore, respectively
(Figure 3.15). Just over 56 m3/m of positive volume change above the short-term depth
of closure occurred at each of these two profiles over the four-year period. The volume
of sediment from longshore spreading decreased southward within the non-nourished
section of Belleair Shore.
Although the project areas of Indian Rocks Beach, Headland, Indian Shores, and
North Redington Beach can be viewed as one continuous nourishment project, they will
be discussed separately as to identify any differences in sediment volume changes
associated with the large change in shoreline orientation around the broad headland.
Indian Rocks Beach experienced progressive negative volume changes at all four
contours, indicating the presence of a moderate longshore sediment transport gradient.
The longshore transport gradient inferred from the progressive volume losses is likely a
result of northerly cold fronts driving a southward longshore current during the winter.
The magnitude of volume loss across the entire profile for this region averages 25 m3/m.
The peak volume changes of approximately 60 m3/m occurred at three profiles, R73
towards the north end and R80 and R81A towards the south (Figure 3.15). At these three
profiles, the dry-beach, shoreline, and nearshore lost about 8 m3/m, 22 m3/m, and
40 m3/m of sediment volume, respectively. The volume loss at R73, at the northern
section of the project area, is likely attributable to a littoral sediment deficit from the non-
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nourished updrift area in Belleair Shore. The loss measured at the southern two profiles
is likely related to the shoreline orientation change towards the headland.
Similar to the southern stretch of Indian Rocks Beach, the effect of a longshore
transport gradient is measured as progressive sediment volume losses at all four contours
along the northern section of the Headland project area. It is worth noting that the
projects listed in Table 3.1 are based on the pre-determined construction segments from
which the nourished sand volume was documented by the construction entity. The
Headland project area extends across the broad headland with considerable shoreline
orientation change. Therefore, the volume changes vary from north to the south within
the project area (Figure 3.15).

The northern portion of the Headland project had

measured volume loss. In contrast, the mid- to southern portion of the project had little
sediment volume change at the dry-beach, shoreline, and nearshore but accumulation
above the short-term depth of closure. This suggests that the southerly net longshore
sediment transport resulted in erosion along the northern section of the headland, whereas
some sand was deposited along the southern section of the headland which may be
attributed to the shoreline orientation change.

Despite the sediment volume gain

measured along the southern portion, an overall average sediment volume loss was
measured within the Headland project area, indicating that not all of the sediment loss
from the northern section was deposited within the southern section. On average, 8 m3/m,
17 m3/m, and 25 m3/m of volume loss above the dry-beach, shoreline, and nearshore,
respectively, were measured at the Headland project. Average sediment volume loss
across the entire profile was 26 m3/m within the Headland project. The largest volume
loss (52 m3/m) and gain (20 m3/m) above the entire profile was measured at R84 (the
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apex of the headland) and R87, respectively (Figure 3.15).

Overall, the Headland

encompasses profiles that are both negatively impacted and positively benefited by
longshore transport gradients relating to the angle of wave incidence and shoreline
orientation.
Several structures including a breakwater and two wood piling fishing piers are located
south of the headland in the project areas of Indian Shores and North Redington Beach.
Except within the vicinity of the low-profile shoreline breakwater (Figure 3.16 inset),
sediment volume was conserved above the short-term depth of closure at most profiles.
On average, Indian Shores had 15 m3/m of sediment volume loss across the entire profile
and 13 m3/m of sediment loss across the entire profile within North Redington Beach
(Figure 3.16). At both project areas, the average shoreline and nearshore volume losses
exceeded that measured above the short-term depth of closure, indicating that most
sediment loss from the recreational portion of the beach stayed within the cross-shore
system (i.e., moved from the beach to the nearshore). The relatively larger changes in
sediment volume were measured within the vicinity of coastal structures. The influence
of the breakwater to the shoreline since its construction has been seaward progradation by
the formation of a large tombolo aided by a beach nourishment in 1988 (Loeb, 1994).
Sediment volume gain was measured at the profiles at and immediately adjacent to the
shoreline breakwater (R100 to R103) with volume loss measured at profiles
approximately 1 km both north and south. The two porous wood piling fishing piers
(R99 and R104A) also have an influence on the profile shape in that the sandbar is
replaced by a broad, flat platform (Figure 3.13). The large volume loss measured at
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profile R106 is also influenced by longshore spreading at the end of the nourishment
project.

3.5.2.2 Treasure Island Profile-Volume Change
The profile-volume changes above the four contours on Treasure Island are
shown in Figure 3.17. The northern stretch of nourished beach, Sunshine Beach (R127
and R128) is located within the shadow zone of the John’s Pass ebb-tidal shoal, located
immediately downdrift of the structured John’s Pass inlet where tidal currents closely
parallel the shoreline at these two profiles. This area had progressive negative volume
change at all four contours over the four-year monitoring period.

On average, the

Sunshine Beach project area lost 10 m3/m, 36 m3/m, 68 m3/m, and 108 m3/m of sediment
volume above the dry-beach, shoreline, nearshore, and short-term depth of closure,
respectively. The progressive volume loss at all four contours indicates a large longshore
sediment transport gradient.

Both profiles surveyed in the project area lost nearly

100 m3/m of sediment volume across the entire profile, more than any other beach profile
on Treasure Island.

The flood-tidal current along this section of the beach also

contributed to the accelerated erosion (Wang et al., 2011; Wang and Beck, 2012).
Just south of Sunshine Beach, where the John’s Pass ebb-tidal shoal attaches to Treasure
Island (R129, Figure 3.6), significant volume gain was measured across the entire profile,
with 60 m3/m of sediment gain. The nearshore also had a measured volume gain of
29 m3/m. This volume gain seems to conflict with the typical erosional pattern within
longshore transport divergence zones, such as observed along North Sand Key near
Clearwater Pass. The active sand bypassing occurring along the John’s Pass ebb-tidal
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Figure 3.16. Profile volume change at the Indian Shores and North Redington Beach project areas on Sand Key influenced by a
shoreline breakwater. Inset: Google Earth image of the shoreline breakwater (2010).
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Figure 3.17. Profile volume change on Treasure Island at four representative contours, including dry-beach, shoreline, nearshore, and
short-term depth of closure.
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shoal introduces a significant quantity of sediment that more than overcompensates for
the negative effects of the sediment loss at the divergence zone.
South of the attachment point, the longshore sediment transport direction is
consistent with the southward regional trend. The profile immediately downdrift of the
attachment point, R130, had a negative measured sediment volume change across the
entire profile (55 m3/m of sediment volume loss), attributed to complicated wave patterns
and longshore transport associated with the irregular bathymetry due to the ebb-tidal
shoal attachment. However, most of the profiles further south of the attachment point
located in the area of no-fill had an overall positive sediment volume change at nearly all
four contours, apparently benefiting from the persistent sand bypassing along the John’s
Pass ebb-tidal shoal.
The Sunset Beach project (R136 to R141) had progressive negative volume
change measured at all four contours. The average sediment volume loss above the drybeach, shoreline, nearshore, and entire profile were 7 m3/m, 20 m3/m, 41 m3/m, and
59 m3/m, respectively. At R140, the largest negative sediment volume loss of 95 m3/m
across the entire profile was measured (Figure 3.17). The higher wave energy at Sunset
Beach is likely the dominant factor inducing the erosional hotspot observed here. The
southern-most two profiles (R142 and R143), located downdrift of the Sunset Beach
project did not have significant measured volume change over the four-year monitoring
period, suggesting that this stretch of Treasure Island is in a state of equilibrium in
association with the north jetty of Blind Pass. Sand from the southward longshore
sediment transport is contributing to the growth of the Blind Pass ebb-tidal shoal (Wang
et al., 2011a).
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3.5.2.3 Long Key Profile-Volume Change
The nourished project area, Upham Beach, on northern Long Key located
immediately downdrift of the structured Blind Pass inlet, has by far the highest profile
volume losses within the entire study area (Figure 3.18). Due to historically high erosion
rates measured on this beach, a field of five low-profile geotextile tubes or T-groins was
installed to aid with erosion mitigation in addition to the 2006 nourishment. Overall, the
T-groin field has not been determined to significantly reduce the erosion rate at Upham
Beach, as illustrated by the large profile-volume loss (nor did the installation of the Tgroins negatively impact downdrift beaches). Detailed performance of the T-groins is
beyond the scope of this paper.
The beach profiles located at Upham Beach had progressive negative volume
change measured at all four contours with an average of 213 m3/m sediment volume loss
above the short-term depth of closure, twice that of the highest average volume loss on
Treasure Island and Sand Key. The dry-beach, shoreline, and nearshore lost an average
of 19 m3/m, 70 m3/m, and 128 m3/m of sediment volume, respectively, all of which
exceed the average sediment volume loss measured at any other project area.

All

nourished beach profiles at Upham Beach had greater than 50 m3/m of negative volume
change across the entire profile (LK1B to LK6). The highest volume loss on Long Key
of nearly 350 m3/m above the short-term depth of closure was measured at LK3
(Figure 3.18). In comparison, the highest negative profile volume change measured on
Sand Key and Treasure Island was between 100 and 150 m3/m above the short-term
depth of closure. The dry-beach, shoreline, and nearshore region at LK3 had negative
sediment volume changes of 36 m3/m, 119 m3/m, and 210 m3/m, respectively, which are
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Figure 3.18. Profile volume change on Long Key at four representative contours, including dry-beach, shoreline, nearshore, and shortterm depth of closure.
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also the maximum value of profile-volume loss on Long Key. The extreme erosion rate
is caused by the total interruption of the littoral drift by structured Blind Pass inlet to the
north and the medium-term planform adjustment (Elko and Wang, 2007).
Downdrift of the nourished Upham Beach feeder beach, positive progressive
volume gains at all four contours were measured at profiles R149 to R158 (note: the
volume across the entire profile at R156 could not be determined due to the obstruction
of water sports equipment omnipresent in this area; however it is reasonable to infer from
the data that this profile would also have positive volume change above the short-term
depth of closure). The measured sediment volume gain indicates the beaches on southern
Long Key are benefiting from the nourishment at Upham Beach. The positive volume
change immediately downdrift Upham Beach approaches 50 m3/m above the short-term
depth of closure at some profiles. Approaching the Pass-A-Grille inlet, at the southern
terminus of Long Key, little change in volume above the nearshore was measured. At the
southern-most profiles R160 to R163, an average of 21 m3/m volume loss was measured
between the nearshore and depth of closure, which may relate to processes associated
with the large Pass-A-Grille ebb-tidal shoal.

3.5.3 Contour Changes
The subaerial portion of the beach, or the area above the shoreline (relative to
tidal fluctuations), provides both habitat space for often endangered coastal flora and
fauna as well as recreational space for beach-goers. Therefore, the two contour levels
representing the dry-beach (+1 m NAVD88) and shoreline (0 m NAVD 88) are important
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parameters in evaluating the performance of a nourishment project, and are analyzed for
the four-year post-nourishment period between 2006 and 2010.

3.5.3.1 Sand Key Contour Change
The dry-beach and shoreline contour changes between October 2006 and 2010
along Sand Key are shown in Figure 3.19. The overall trend and magnitude of contour
change at the two representative contours followed closely with one another within the
North Sand Key project area and both the updrift and downdrift regions with no fill. The
contour changes also reflect a similar pattern as the volume changes in these regions. An
average of 20 m and 16 m of dry-beach and shoreline advance respectively, were
measured at the northern-most three surveyed beach profile locations.

The largest

advance of 26 m (dry-beach) and 22 m (shoreline) was measured at the northern-most
profile, R55. Within the divergence-induced erosional hotspot, an average contour retreat
of 24 m was measured at both the dry-beach and shoreline. The highest magnitude of
contour retreat both in the North Sand Key project and on the entire Sand Key barrier
island was measured at R60 with over 40 m of dry-beach and 35 m of shoreline retreat.
The shoreline retreat within this erosional hotspot was comparatively larger than other
project areas on Sand Key. The area of no fill in Belleair Shore, downdrift of the North
Sand Key project area, had an overall advance measured at the two contours of less than
10 m of shoreward progradation, indicating little appreciable subaerial beach width gain
from longshore spreading. It is worth noting that both contour levels had nearly identical
trend and magnitude of change, consistent with a dominant influence of longshore
transport gradient.
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Figure 3.19. Contour change at the dry-beach and shoreline on Sand Key. Individual project areas are identified.
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About midway in the Indian Rocks Beach project area, the changes measured at
the two contour levels were quite different. Overall, a landward retreat of the dry-beach
contour was measured at all profiles; whereas the shoreline contour changes varied.
Within most project areas, the dry-beach contour had a landward retreat of 5 to 25 m,
while the shoreline contour changes ranged from a shoreward advance of 5 m to a
landward retreat of 15 m. The average contour change of all profiles south of the Indian
Rocks Beach project area (R69 through R113) was 13 m of dry-beach and 7 m of
shoreline retreat. The largest contour retreat within the laterally continuous nourishment
projects on Sand Key (excluding the erosional hotspot in North Sand Key) was measured
adjacent to two shore perpendicular porous structures (i.e., fishing piers) and the
shoreline breakwater. At profiles R99 (Indian Shores) and R104A (North Redington
Beach) the largest dry-beach contour change was measured with 30 m of landward retreat.
A relatively large dry-beach retreat was measured at R106 at the terminus of the Sand
Key nourishment project.

3.5.3.2 Treasure Island Contour Change
The dry-beach and shoreline contour change on Treasure Island follows a similar
trend as the profile-volume change (Figures 3.17 and 3.20). On Sunshine Beach, the
average dry-beach and shoreline change was 27 and 29 m of retreat, respectively. Both
surveyed beach profiles at Sunshine Beach (R127 and R128) had nearly 30 m of
shoreline and dry-beach contour retreat between October 2006 and June 2010. The
design berm width was 30 m, indicating that nearly the entire placed beach width had
retreated over the monitoring period at R127 (with R128 not far behind). The average
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contour change at the dry-beach and shoreline on Sunset Beach was 14 and 15 m of
retreat, respectively. At Sunset Beach, three profiles (R139 to R141) had a shoreline and
dry-beach contour retreat of nearly the entire design berm width of 27 m as well. The
highest contour retreat was measured at R140, with 25 m of dry-beach and 28 m of
shoreline retreat. Both adjacent profiles had approximately 20 m of shoreline and drybeach contour retreat.
At the John’s Pass ebb-tidal shoal attachment point near beach profile R129, a
large seaward advance of the shoreline contour was measured, with 35 m of progradation
between 2006 and 2010. However, the dry-beach contour illustrated an opposite trend
with just over 10 m of measured landward retreat indicating that the bypassed sand is
deposited primarily in the intertidal zone. At the immediately adjacent downdrift profile,
R130, a reversal in the trend observed at the attachment point was measured with 10 m of
dry-beach advance and 10 m of shoreline retreat, reflecting a complicated wave forcing at
the attachment point. The converging breaking waves at the attachment point creates a
more gentle profile shape, while steepening the adjacent R130 profile. Between R130
and R136, both shoreline and dry-beach contour advance were measured, following a
similar pattern as the sediment volume gain. The subaerial beach advance is attributed to
the input of sediment from the John’s Pass ebb-tidal shoal. The profiles at the southerntip of Treasure Island in the area of no fill had slight advance of the two contours,
although not more than 7 m.
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Figure 3.20. Contour change at the dry-beach and shoreline on Treasure Island.
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3.5.3.3 Long Key Contour Change
Within the Upham Beach project area, all surveyed beach profiles had both drybeach and shoreline contour retreat, with an average of 53 m of dry-beach retreat and
58 m of shoreline retreat measured (Figure 3.21). Corresponding to the largest sediment
volume loss, the largest landward contour retreat was also measured at LK3 with nearly
80 m of dry-beach contour retreat and 87 m of shoreline retreat. At the two adjacent
profiles, LK2 and LK4 both the dry-beach and shoreline contour changes were equivalent
or exceeded the design berm width of 61 m. The profile located closest to the south side
of the structured Blind Pass inlet (LK1B) had 40 m of shoreline retreat with only 10 m of
dry-beach retreat measured, resulting from a steepening profile.
The profiles downdrift of the erosional hotspot and feeder beach (Upham Beach)
had considerable shoreline contour advancement but minimal dry-beach advance.
Overall, the shoreline contour advancement illustrates a southward increasing trend
between R148 and R158, from 2 m to 14 m of advance. The dry-beach contour changes
were mostly less than 5 m, or in other words, the sand from the updrift feeder beach were
mostly deposited in the intertidal zone.

3.5.4 Performance and Controlling Factors of the 2006 Nourishment
Based on profile-volume change above the four representative contours for each
profile within a project area, the post-nourishment sediment volume change was
calculated for the four-year study period using a trapezoidal prism volume calculation
method between adjacent profiles.

The evaluation period for the volume changes

initiated in October 2006 but ended in different months in 2010 due to the recurrence of
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Figure 3.21. Contour change at the dry-beach and shoreline on Long Key.
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another nourishment. The variations in the ending months for assessing volume change
is not expected to significantly influence the overall trend, as the evaluation period ends
in the summer (when wave height and corresponding longshore transport rates are low).
The post-nourishment volume change within each project area above the four
representative contours are shown in Table 3.2.
A total of approximately 233,000 m3 (58,250 m3/yr) of sand was lost from the
North Sand Key project area (above the short-term depth of closure), which is about 33%
of the total 705,000 m3 of sand placed. The sediment lost was due to the longshore
transport gradient caused by the longshore transport divergence from wave refraction
over the Clearwater Pass ebb-tidal shoal. A fill volume of 705,000 m3 over a length of
2700 m represents an average of 260 m3/m placed along each profile. The two profiles
with the highest profile volume loss of 160 and 140 m3/m were R60 and R61,
respectively. This represents a 62 and 54% sediment loss at the nodal point of longshore
transport divergence. Based on the total volume of sand loss, an annual gross transport of
approximately 60,000 m3/yr is obtained for this erosional hotspot, which is on the same
order of magnitude as previously reported for Pinellas County (Walton, 1976; Shore
Protection Manual, 1984). About 31,000 m3 of sand was gained both north and south of
the North Sand Key project area. It is worth noting that the beach area north of North
Sand Key merges onto the large Clearwater ebb-tidal shoal, where the survey coverage
was not complete.

Therefore, only a portion of the sediment volume gain was

documented here.
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Table 3.2. Post-nourishment sediment volume change above four representative contours
for each project area from 2006 to 2010.

The combined project areas of Indian Rocks, Headland, Indian Shores, and North
Redington Beach represent a laterally continuous nourishment project of 11 km.
Although a localized longshore transport gradient was identified due to the shoreline
orientation change about the headland, overall the changes across these projects as a
whole are dominated by cross-shore processes. This is illustrated by the onshore and
offshore movement of the sandbar responding to wave condition variations (e.g., seasonal
changes) and relatively a stable shoreline position after post-nourishment equilibration
was reached (Figures 3.8 and 3.10). Overall, 222,000 m3 of sand was lost from the entire
11 km stretch of beach, representing 24% of the total 926,000 m3 placed (similar to the
33% of loss on North Sand Key). It is worth noting that the percentage lost is influenced
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by the amount of sediment placed. At North Sand Key the design berm was 76 m versus
27 m design berm width along this stretch. Because the nourishment design at North
Sand Key considered the erosional hotspot present, the performance is considered
successful as illustrated by the 70% retention of sediment placed.
The 11 km stretch of beach on Sand Key extends continuously across a broad
headland controlled by antecedent geology, with an overall shoreline orientation change
of 65 degrees. Although localized variations have been identified within individual
project areas, this shoreline orientation change did not result in a persistent longshore
transport gradient at a temporal and spatial scale of one-year and one-kilometer,
respectively. Compared to the cases in the vicinity of tidal inlets, where longshore
sediment transport is apparently interrupted, the gentle change in shoreline orientation did
not result in comparable spatially or temporally persistent erosional hotspots within this
stretch of beach. Overall, the loss of 222,000 m3 (5.0 m3/m/yr, 55,500 m3/yr) over the
four-year study period is likely related to the net southward longshore transport. It is
reasonable to believe the transported sediment was deposited on the large John’s Pass
ebb-tidal shoal at the terminus of the Sand Key barrier island. It is also possible that a
fraction of sand was transported offshore, beyond the -3 m short-term depth of closure.
Both project areas on Treasure Island, Sunshine and Sunset Beaches, lost over
54,000 m3 (13,500 m3/yr) and 86,000 m3 (21,500 m3/yr) of sediment volume between
2006 and 2010, respectively (Table 3.2). In addition to the longshore transport reversal
associated with wave refraction over the John’s Pass ebb-tidal shoal, flood tidal currents
flowing along the beach (Wang et al., 2011a) also contributed to the erosion at Sunshine
Beach. The loss of 54,000 m3 represents 68% of sand placed on Sunshine Beach over the
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four-year period, suggesting that the 30 m design berm for this area may not be adequate
for a four to seven year nourishment interval. The loss of 86,000 m3 represents 86% of
sand placed on Sunset Beach over the four-year period. The narrower 23 m design berm
for this area is not adequate for a four to seven year nourishment interval. Increased
wave energy over the nearshore bathymetric anomaly (dredge pit) and close proximity to
Blind Pass inlet are attributed to the persistent longshore transport gradient. The loss of
22,000 m3/yr compares well with the reported sediment deposition in Blind Pass inlet and
its growing ebb-tidal shoal (Wang and Beck, 2012).
A total of approximately 142,000 m3 (35,500 m3/yr) of sediment volume loss was
measured at the northern Long Key nourishment project, Upham Beach equaling 115%
of the placed sediment volume of 124,000 m3 (Tables 3.1 and 3.2). Given an aggressive
61 m design berm constructed in 2006, the complete loss of sediment suggests that the
nourishment interval at the feeder beach should be less than four years. Elko (1999)
suggested that the nourishment interval should be two to three years.

The total

interruption of littoral drift at the structured Blind Pass inlet is primarily the driving factor
creating the erosional hotspot at north Long Key.
In summary, the total volumetric loss of nourishment material across the entire
study area over the four-year period is 737,000 m3. The total volumetric loss equates to a
loss of 37% of the placed sediment, or about 9% of fill volume lost per year (across all
three barrier islands). In addition, based on the volumetric change during the four-year
study period for each nourishment project segment and assuming zero sediment loss
offshore, estimated annual sediment budget (in thousands of cubic meters per year) and
longshore sediment transport and were determined for the three barrier islands.
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In

general, Sand Key is dominated by the regional southward longshore sediment transport,
resulting in a large quantity of sand depositing on the John’s Pass ebb-tidal delta (Figure
3.22). The exception is the reversal at North Sand Key, where longshore sediment
transport is to the north, and creates a fillet south of the Clearwater Pass south jetty.
Figure 3.23 shows the ebb-tidal delta attachment serving as the major sediment source to
Treasure Island, with northward longshore sediment transport to the north and southward
sediment transport to the south of the attachment point. Approximately 30,000 m3 of
sediment are estimated to deposit in Blind Pass annually, which also compares well with
previous studies (Wang et al., 2011a; Wang and Beck, 2012). Southward longshore
sediment transport dominates Long Key, with essentially zero sediment input (other than
through nourishment). Upham Beach has a loss of 36,000 m3 of sediment annual, with
downdrift sediment gain on both the beach and Pass-A-Grille ebb-tidal delta, living up to
its characterization as a feeder beach (Figure 3.24).
At annual temporal and kilometer-long spatial scales, interruption to longshore
sediment transport is the most significant factor controlling the performance of beach
nourishment.

For the studied low-wave energy, microtidal barrier island coast,

interruption of longshore transport can be caused by several factors: 1) longshore
transport divergence induced by wave refraction over an ebb-tidal shoal (North Sand
Key), 2) flood currents along the beach proximal to a tidal inlet (Sunshine Beach), 3)
increased wave energy due to a nearshore dredge pit (Sunset Beach), and 4) total
blockage by structured inlet with a minimal ebb-tidal shoal (Upham Beach). All the
above conditions occur in the vicinity of tidal inlets. The persistent longshore transport
gradient also prevented the formation and maintenance of a sandbar. Secondary factors
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controlling the 2006 nourishment performance include project length and width,
shoreline orientation, and antecedent geology.

These controlling factors do not

necessarily work individually, but more often interact with one another and work in
concert. The importance of adjacent tidal inlets to the overall performance of beach
nourishment suggests that the entire barrier island (from inlet to inlet) should be included
in the evaluation of beach nourishment.

Figure 3.22. Approximated annual sediment budget and direction of longshore sediment
transport for Sand Key and John’s Pass (in thousands of cubic meters per year).
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Figure 3.23. Approximated annual sediment budget and direction of longshore sediment
transport for Treasure Island and Blind Pass (in thousands of cubic meters per year).

Figure 3.24. Approximated annual sediment budget and direction of longshore sediment
transport for Long Key and Pass-A-Grille (in thousands of cubic meters per year).
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For the studied beaches along the three barrier islands, the presence of a nearshore
sandbar indicates the influence of cross-shore processes on beach behavior (in contrast to
non-barred areas dominated by a longshore transport gradient).

Following initial

equilibration after the first substantial post-nourishment storm, the dynamic movement of
the nearshore bar corresponds to incident wave conditions. High, steep waves such as
those accompanying the proximal passage of winter cold fronts induce offshore
movement of the sandbar while gentle swells such as those accompanying distal passage
of storms induces onshore migration of the sandbar.

However, the intertidal and

supratidal beach tends to remain relatively stable. For the studied 35 km of barrier island
beaches, erosional hotspots have not been identified in areas with the presence of a
dynamic nearshore sandbar.

3.6 Conclusions
Several generalized morphology types were identified within the study area. The
“typical” stable beach profile consists of a nearshore bar morphology. Following initial
equilibration after nourishment, these profiles exhibit the typical behavior of offshore bar
migration during energetic wave conditions and onshore bar migration during calm or
swell-type wave conditions. The nearshore bar reflects most of the beach morphology
changes while the shoreline remains relatively stable. For microtidal low-wave energy
west-central Florida, this characterizes the general seasonal beach cycle.
Persistently monotonic profiles with no nearshore bar were identified in areas
with a relatively large and persistent longshore transport gradient. Along the studied
beaches, the persistent longshore transport gradient can result from longshore transport
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divergence induced by wave refraction over an ebb-tidal shoal, flood currents along the
beach proximal to a tidal inlet, increased wave energy due to a nearshore dredge pit, and
total littoral blockage by structured inlet with a minimal ebb-tidal shoal. For the study
area, all areas identified with a longshore transport gradient are within the vicinity of a
tidal inlet. At annual temporal and kilometer spatial scales, no morphologic evidence of a
longshore transport gradient can be identified at the broad headland along the continuous
Sand Key barrier island, as confirmed by the presence of a dynamic nearshore bar across
the region. The influence of the 65 degree shoreline orientation change on nourishment
performance is less significant as compared to the interruption of longshore transport by
tidal inlets.
A morphologic indicator of a large longshore transport gradient along the studied
microtidal low-wave energy barrier island beaches is the absence of a nearshore sandbar.
The presence of a persistent sandbar indicates the influence of cross-shore processes.
The dynamic morphology of the barred beaches is the cross-shore movement of the bar in
response to wave condition variations with a relatively stable shoreline. Non-barred
beaches are characterized by persistent shoreline erosion due to an inferred longshore
transport gradient.
The successful design of a beach nourishment project, for example determining
berm width and required sediment fill volume, should be based on sediment size,
sediment compatibly with the project area, anticipated end losses, and documentation of
longshore transport gradients through modeling or field measurements and monitoring.
The North Sand Key project, with nearly 70% of sand placed remaining after four years,
represents a successful design of a nourishment at an erosional hotspot. The Upham
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Beach project, with 115% loss of total sediment volume placed four-years postnourishment, is an example of under-design at a feeder beach. Shorter nourishment
intervals and/or additional structural supplements may also be necessary.

An

approximate annual sediment budget and direction of longshore transport were estimated
based on the volume change over the four-year study period for all three barrier islands
and their adjacent inlets, assuming zero sediment loss to the offshore.
Overall, beach nourishment performance over the four-year period of monitoring
without the impact of significant storms, at medium-term temporal and spatial scales
within the microtidal low-wave energy barrier island coast, was most significantly
influenced by the interruption of longshore sediment transport. Among the eight beach
nourishment projects, the beaches with the most rapid shoreline retreat and profilevolume loss were all within the vicinity of a tidal inlet.

Although various factors

controlling beach nourishment performance have been identified, complicated tidal inlet
processes are by far the most significant.

The inlet processes directly influencing

adjacent beach nourishment performance include longshore transport interruption result
from divergence induced by wave refraction over an ebb-tidal shoal, flood currents along
the beach, and total littoral blockage by structured inlets. Secondary factors controlling
the 2006 nourishment performance include project length and width, shoreline orientation,
and antecedent geology. Furthermore, the controlling factors work interactively rather
than autonomously.
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CHAPTER 4
STORM-DRIVEN CYCLIC MORPHODYNAMICS OF A MIXED SAND AND
GRAVEL BEACH ALONG THE MID-ATLANTIC COAST, USA

4.1 Introduction
Although it is recognized that understanding beach morphodynamics at myriad
temporal and spatial scales is important for both scientific inquiry and beach management
practices, it is often difficult to quantify, as most beaches are geographically variable and
are influenced by regionally-specific geologic and oceanographic processes. Site-specific
beach change studies at multiple temporal and spatial scales aid in the broader
understanding and generalization of beach morphodynamics (Dean, 1977; Bodge, 1992;
Inman et al., 1993; Larson and Kraus, 1994; Larson et al., 1999; Ruggiero et al., 2005).
Patterns in beach change periodicity, such as inter-annual changes in beach-profile
morphodynamics, are often described in terms of seasonal beach cycles. Shepard (1950a)
and Bascom (1953) were among the first to document different beach profile shapes
during the winter and summer seasons. The varying profile shapes are interpreted as
controlled by the seasonality in wave climate.
Numerous studies have been conducted on the morphodynamics of nearshore bars
on sandy beaches (Wright and Short, 1984; Kraus and Larson, 1988; Larson et al., 1988;
Kraus et al., 1992; Ruessink and Kroon, 1994; Lee et al., 1998; Plant et al., 1999; Morton
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and Sallenger, 2003). One of the well-documented mechanisms for bar formation is
related to the occurrence of storms. The cross-shore profile responds to storms by
forming a sandbar from eroded berm sediment or the offshore migration of an already
existent sandbar (Holman and Bowen, 1982; Larson and Kraus, 1989; Sallenger et al.,
1985; Boczar-Karakiewicz and Davidson-Arnott, 1987; Holman and Sallenger, 1993;
Kriebel and Dean, 1993; Gallagher et al., 1998; Hoefel and Elgar, 2003). Hoefel and
Elgar (2003) showed one mechanism for offshore sandbar migration is the breaking of
large storm waves over the sandbar driving a strong offshore-directed undertow reaching
a maximum just over the bar crest. Gallagher et al. (1998) modeled offshore sandbar
migration using an energetics-type sediment transport formulation. Model skill improved
with the use of cross-shore varying sediment grain fall velocity versus a constant fall
velocity. Although the influence of cross-shore grain size variations on the beach profile
is acknowledged, an in-depth understanding of the spatio-temporal variations is still
needed.
In the summer season, the common occurrence of long-period swells tends to
cause the sandbar to migrate onshore, attach to the beach, and build-up the berm. The
process of onshore bar migration tends to happen over a period of weeks to months,
occurring slower as compared to the often single event-driven (i.e., storm induced)
offshore migration (Greenwood, 2005). The energetics-based sediment transport model
was not capable of reproducing observed onshore bar migration (Gallagher et al 1998;
Hoefel and Elgar, 2003). Instead, Hoefel and Elgar (2003) showed that gradients in
acceleration skewness owing to pitched-forward shape of non-breaking waves are a
mechanism driving onshore sandbar migration. Model skill improved when including the
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effects of skewed acceleration in the energetics-based sediment transport model for
onshore bar migration.
Although much attention has focused on storm-impacts, primarily hurricane
impacts on the cross-shore profile of sandy beaches, fewer studies have documented the
immediate post-storm recovery of beach profiles (Morton et al., 1994; Stone et al., 2004;
Ruggiero et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2006; Houser and Hamilton, 2009). Wang et al. (2006)
found that the berm crest elevation and foreshore slope recovered rapidly (within a month)
following the impact of Hurricane Ivan along the northwest coast of Florida. Short-term
recovery (1-2 years) of the beach width and dune field was minimal. Ruggiero et al.
(2005) emphasized the importance of improved understanding of beach behavior
associated with storms on multiple scales, including inter-annual (e.g., seasonality),
decadal (e.g., El Niño and La Niña cycles), and long-term scales associated with climate
change (e.g., sea-level changes). The influence of grain size variations on storm impact
and post-storm recovery, as well as the associated sedimentological characteristics, were
not addressed in these studies.
The morphodynamics of mixed sand and gravel beaches exhibit somewhat
different transport mechanisms and morphologic characteristics compared to sandy
beaches (Mason and Coates, 2001; Horn and Li, 2006; Horn and Walton, 2007). No
clear definition or classification exists for identification of a mixed sand and gravel beach.
Sand fractions of mixed beaches have reportedly ranged from 15 to 68% (Mason and
Coates, 2001). Pontee et al. (2004) qualitatively defined two types of mixed sand and
gravel beaches including: 1) those with a gravelly upper foreshore and a sandy lower
foreshore with a distinct boundary between them, and 2) those comprised of mixed sand
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and gravel beaches without a clear spatial division. However, this definition does not
include the potential temporal variation in cross-shore sediment distribution.

The

distribution of sand and gravel under stormy conditions can be quite different than under
calm wave conditions.
Due to the permeable nature of gravel-sized sediment, infiltration and interaction
with groundwater can also influence sediment transport processes (Turner and Masselink,
1998; Mason and Coates, 2001; Horn and Li, 2006). Depending on spatial distribution of
sediment at varying temporal scales, the influence of the gravel and sand content ratio
will affect sediment transport processes and the resulting morphology. The primary
morphologic characteristic of a mixed sand and gravel beach in New Zealand was a steep
migratory break-point step modulated by tidal water level fluctuations (Ivamy and Kench,
2006) and the absence of an offshore sandbar. Horn and Walton (2007) identified
another type of mixed sand and gravel beach where the reflective upper beach is
composed of mixed sand and gravel, with a flat dissipative sandy low-tide terrace. Horn
and Walton (2007) examined temporal changes in sand and gravel distribution patterns
associated with the nourishment of a mixed sand and gravel beach using bi-modal
sediment.
In the present study, the morphodynamics of a mixed sand and gravel beach in
Delaware, USA were investigated based on 740 beach profiles surveyed almost monthly
from 2009 to 2011, 550 alongshore and cross-shore surface sediment samples, and 60
sediment cores. The influence of the mixed sediment on the beach-profile shape and
profile changes associated with storm impacts and post-storm recovery were also
examined. The impact of three storms, including a hurricane, a typical energetic winter
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storm, and an extremely energetic storm resulting from the rare collision of a hurricane
and winter storm (“Nor’Ida”), occurring within a three-month period in 2009 provided an
opportunity to examine inter-seasonal temporal scales of storm-induced beach changes
and post-storm recovery.

4.2 Study Area
Delaware is located on the United States mid-Atlantic seaboard (Figure 4.1), just
south of the southern-most extent of the Laurentide icesheet that covered much of North
America 17,000 years ago (Lemcke and Nelson, 2004). Delaware’s coastal geology
reflects the post-Wisconsinan transgression and glacial outwash that resulted in landward
shoreline migration from its location on the edge of the continental shelf 120 km east of
the present-day location. Directly relevant to this study, the post-glacial transgression
resulted in the infilling of valleys with swamp, stream, marsh, and lagoonal deposits, later
overlain by nearshore and offshore sediments, and the formation of barrier islands
(UDel/DE SGP, 2004). Offshore sediments are primarily composed of fine to coarse
sand and sandy gravel to gravel, characteristic of glacial outwash (Ramsey, 1999). Using
over 55 years of data from beach sand samples, Ramsey (1999) determined the native
composite of sediment in Delaware to be between 1.5 to 0.5 ϕ (0.35 to 0.71 mm) in mean
grain size with a standard deviation of 0.5 ϕ, classified as well-sorted medium sand based
on Wentworth (1922). Considerable variation in surface and subsurface sediments results
from post-transgression sediment reworking, with lagoonal deposits overlain by silt to
very coarse sand-gravel in the offshore and fine sand to pebbles in the nearshore
(McKenna and Ramsey, 2002).
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Figure 4.1. Study area map of the Delaware coast. The general location and bathymetry
is shown in the upper right. Black crosses denote the locations of the tidal gauge (east of
the cape) and the wave gauge (offshore). The lower right panel shows the study area
with the locations of the beach profiles and regions for profile averaging (note: southern
profiles not included in profile averaging; NC = not calculated).
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The roughly north-south trending 40 km-long Delaware coast is bound to the
north by Delaware Bay, terminating as a northward accreting spit known as Cape
Henlopen (Figure 4.1). No specific geographic feature bounds Delaware to the south,
although the state border terminates at roughly the eastern-most apex of the large broad
headland of the Delmarva Peninsula (comprised of Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia)
that has been identified as a nodal point in longshore sediment transport (Dalrymple and
Mann, 1986; Puleo, 2010).

The littoral drift along Delaware is interrupted by the

structured Indian River Inlet. Based on sediment volume change on the ebb delta, Lanan
and Dalrymple (1977) determined the net northward longshore sediment transport rate at
Indian River Inlet to be approximately 100,000 m3/yr. Based on hindcast wave data,
Puleo (2010) estimated the potential net northward longshore sediment transport to be
370,000 m3/yr. Gross transport rates reportedly vary between 535,000 and 688,000 m3/yr
(USACE, 1996). Sand bypassing operations at Indian River Inlet transport sand from
updrift to the downdrift side of the inlet in an effort to minimize the interruption to littoral
drift at the inlet (Keshtpoor et al., in review). Large seasonal shifts in Delaware beach
morphology occur, with cyclical changes in berm shape and elevation (Dubois, 1988) and
shoreline position changes of 75 m (Ozkan-Haller and Brundidge, 2007).
Winds vary seasonally, with prevailing northwesterly winds during the winter and
southwesterly winds during the summer. The strongest winds tend to coincide with the
passage of winter northeasters (nor’easters), with the easterly component of wind directed
onshore. Recognizing the importance of northeasters to the morphodynamics of the US
Atlantic coast, Dolan and Davis (1992) developed a northeast storm intensity scale based
on the so-called storm power, which is defined as the product of the storm duration and
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square of maximum significant wave height. Onshore directed winds associated with
northeasters can also induce elevated water levels. Winter storms tend to last over
several tidal cycles (Munger and Kraus, 2010; Herrington and Miller, 2010) compared to
tropical storms that are less frequent and of shorter duration.
Tides along the open-coast beaches are semi-diurnal with a mean tidal range of
1.2 m. It is worth noting that a portion of the Delaware coast is likely influenced by the
shadowing effect of the protruding New Jersey landmass (north of Delaware Bay), likely
altering the propagation patterns of northerly-approaching wind and waves (Figure 4.1).
Obtained from an offshore wave buoy (NDBC 44009), the average significant wave
height and dominant wave period between 2008 and 2011 was 1.27 m and 7.6 s
respectively, with a maximum wave height of 8.11 m and maximum wave period of 19 s
measured during the four-year period. Notably, high wave-energy conditions in the
summer are much less common than during the winter, due to the rarity of tropical storm
impacts to the study area. From 2008-2011, the 2009-2010 winter was the most energetic
(Figure 4.2).

4.3 Methodology
A total of 740 beach profiles with nearly monthly temporal intervals at 46
alongshore locations, spaced approximately 200 m apart, collected by the Delaware
Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control (DNREC) from July 2009
to October 2011 are analyzed in this study (Figure 4.3).

Beach profile data were

collected using a Real-Time Kinematic Global Positioning System (RTK-GPS) for both
the subaerial (beach) and subaqueous (offshore) areas. Elevation data are referenced to
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NAVD88 (0 m NAVD88 is approximately 10 cm above MSL).

Profiles extend

approximately 1 km offshore to at least 10 m water depth, or beyond the long-term depth
of closure in the study area.
Alongshore and temporal averaging of time-series beach profiles was conducted
in order to examine the general morphologic trend in the nearshore. The average of 46
beach profiles collected at nearly monthly intervals from 2009 to 2011 (surveyed
approximately 16 times during the 2-year study period) was determined, so that a total of
46 mean profiles were established. Each average profile was then shifted so that the
origin of the cross-shore coordinate, 0 m distance, corresponds to 0 m NAVD88 for
spatial averaging. Five regions were defined for spatial averaging (Figure 4.1). Each
region has approximately 6 to 7 temporally averaged profiles. The profiles at the south
end of the study area were not included in the present analysis of the averaged profiles, as
this section of beach was nourished during the study period.

Figure 4.2. Significant wave height during the study period from 2009 to 2011 measured
at the NDBC 44009 buoy. The circles indicate the three storms.
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Figure 4.3. Locations of select sediment cores (crosses), surface samples (circles), and
offshore samples (triangles) in reference to beach profiles (shore-perpendicular lines)
discussed in this paper.
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One of the most energetic storm events on record for this region impacted the
northeastern US coast (Grosskopf and Bass, 2010; Herrington and Miller, 2010) during
the first year of the study. The remnants of Hurricane Ida and a nor’easter collided off
the Atlantic coast in November 2009, colloquially referred to as the “Friday the 13th
storm” or “Nor’Ida”. In the following, this storm is referred to as “Nor’Ida”. This storm
had a tremendous impact to the study area and is examined here in comparison to two
other significant meteorological events in close temporal proximity: the distal passage of
Hurricane Bill in August 2009 and the first significant nor’easter of the 2009 winter
season in October. Tidal measurements were obtained from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration buoy, NOAA 8557380, located just west of Cape Henlopen
in Delaware Bay in Lewes, Delaware. Wave measurements were taken from an offshore
buoy, NDBC 44009, located roughly 30 km from the Delaware-Maryland state border
line in 28 m of water, providing data on peak spectral period and significant wave height.
The locations of the tide and wave gauges are shown in Figure 4.1. The specific storm
characteristics and their morphological impacts are presented and discussed in the
following.
Intensive surface and subsurface sediment sampling were conducted in order to
examine sediment characteristics associated with storm deposits and post-storm recovery
as well as the longshore and cross-shore distribution of sediment characteristics
associated with selective transport. Select sediment core locations (crosses), subaerial
beach surface sediment sample locations (circles), and offshore surface sample locations
(triangles) are indicated in Figure 4.3. Three different schemes of sediment sampling
were adopted: 1) storm-related, 2) time-series seasonal sampling, and 3) calm-weather
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sampling. Sediment cores were obtained over a week-long period in November 2009
immediately before and after Nor’Ida from the backbeach, berm, and swash zone along
several beach profiles (Figure 4.3). Surface sediment sampling at the backbeach, berm,
and swash zone were obtained bi-annually during the study period, initiating in August
2009 and continued through May 2011. Surface samples were obtained from the top
5 cm of the bed. During calm conditions in the summer of 2010, offshore surface
sediment samples were obtained using a spring-loaded grab-sampler at water depths of 3,
5, and 7 m.

In addition, numerous surface and subsurface sediment samples were

collected at the lower limit of backwash (swash zone near the plunge step), at the
shorebreak point (landward-most breaker), and in the surf zone to examine the
concentration of gravel in the swash zone during calm conditions. Observations were
also made with photographs throughout the study period.

4.4 Results
4.4.1 General Morphology and Sedimentology
The overall bathymetry in the greater study area is heterogeneous (contours are
not shore-parallel) and influenced by the large ebb-tidal delta associated with the
Delaware Bay entrance. The primary study area is located landward of this southeast
trending large ebb-tidal shoal. It is reasonable to assume the delta has some influence on
wave propagation patterns, however the complicated bathymetry associated with the ebb
delta is mostly deeper than 10 m and beyond the long-term closure depth (Figure 4.1).
The detailed wave dynamics associated with the ebb delta are beyond the scope of this
study.
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One of the most distinctive morphological characteristics in the study area is the
absence of a nearshore bar under all wave conditions (Figure 4.4). As apparent from the
time-series of beach profiles, eroded berm sediment was transported offshore following
winter storms (10/09 and 11/09). However, the offshore-directed sediment transport and
deposition never resulted in a bar morphology, as observed along numerous coasts
(Larson and Kraus, 1994; Ruessink and Kroon, 1994; Grunnet, et al., 2004; van Duin et
al., 2004). The absence of a storm-generated sandbar is intriguing although not yet
explained, and will be discussed in following sections.

Figure 4.4. Example profile, RE N22+12, illustrating the absence of a sandbar
throughout the study period. Elevation is referred to NAVD88.
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Generally the backbeach elevation is about 2 m above NAVD88, which is the
typical height of the built-up summer backbeach. The foreshore between the berm crest
(~ 2 m NAVD88) and about -1 m is steep, with an average slope ranging between 1/20
and 1/10, depending on the beach state. The storm beach tends to be gentler, while a
steep slope is measured at a built-up beach. Localized steepening of the slope occurs in
the swash zone often in conjunction with the presence of a plunge step, corresponding to
the larger grain size present within this region of the profile. Throughout the study area,
a laterally extensive dune ridge exists with an average dune crest elevation of 5 m
NAVD88, both naturally and anthropogenically constructed.
Considerable variations in the offshore elevation exist in the study area, controlled
partially by the regional geology. Five regions with similar offshore bathymetry were
distinguished to compare potential alongshore variations in beach profile shape and
sediment grain size. Beach profiles within each region were averaged alongshore to
produce a typical profile (Figure 4.1). Figure 4.5A illustrates the temporally and spatially
averaged beach profiles for the five regions, with the standard deviation of the profiles
averaged in each region shown in Figure 4.5B. Between the berm crest (~ 2 m above
MSL) and about 3 m water depth, all of the average profiles overlay each other (i.e., no
difference in profile shape). This is also reflected in the low standard deviation of the
profiles averaged within each region, illustrating that this portion of the profile is similar
along the entire study area. The influence of the complicated offshore bathymetry on the
average profile shape becomes apparent seaward of 8 m water depth, illustrating the large
bathymetric variations beyond 150 m offshore. The variations in offshore bathymetry are
also illustrated by the larger standard deviation of the averaged profiles for each region.
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A

B
Figure 4.5. Temporally and spatially averaged beach profiles (A) and associated standard
deviation about the mean (B). Note the nearshore profile shape is similar for all five
regions, diverging offshore due to the alongshore bathymetric variability.

Sediment samples were collected from several cross-shore locations during calm
weather conditions (i.e., during the summer with low-wave energy on a built-up beach).
Table 4.1 shows the mean grain size and sorting at various cross-shore locations in each
region. In general, the sediment is moderately sorted medium sand, corresponding to the
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Table 4.1. Cross-shore and longshore distribution of sediment characteristics.
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grain size reported by Ramsey (1999). As expected, considerable cross-shore variations
in the grain size exists, where the swash zone is coarser than the backbeach and offshore
regions. However, little alongshore variation in mean grain size exists between the five
regions, which may contribute to the lack of alongshore variability in the profile shape
(Figure 4.5A). Although the sediment surface of the lower swash zone is often covered
by gravel-sized particles, the mean grain size of the 5 cm-thick surface samples do not
convey the grain size distribution apparent on the sediment surface (i.e., the mean grain
size does not capture the bi-modal nature of the sediment, as the larger and smaller
fractions average out).

4.4.2 Cyclic Beach Morphodynamics
Dubois (1988) described the general seasonality of the Delaware beaches as
having a wide, built-up summer profile and deflated, eroded winter profile. Similar
seasonality was also identified by this study (Figure 4.6). Figure 4.6 also shows that the
majority of the sediment transported offshore during the winter seasons deposit across the
nearshore, mostly above the -4 m elevation contour, but not in the form of a sandbar.
Furthermore, the monthly beach profile data allow for examining seasonal changes at a
shorter temporal scale, revealing cyclic storm and intra-storm beach morphology changes,
as discussed in the following sections.

4.4.2.1 Characteristics of Three Consecutive Storms in 2009
In 2009, three nearly consecutive storms impacted the Delaware coast, including
the distal passage of Hurricane Bill (August 22nd), the first significant winter storm
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Figure 4.6. Seasonality of the Delaware beaches illustrated by example profile, DE N15.
Elevation is referred to NAVD88.

(October 18th), and Nor’Ida (November 13th).

The three storms exhibited different

oceanographic conditions (Figures 4.7 and 4.8). Overall, the maximum significant wave
height during each storm increased, although with varied dominant (or peak spectral)
wave periods. The distal hurricane exhibited the longest wave period of the three storms,
with the shortest wave period observed during the first winter storm in October,
indicative of the swell and choppy conditions associated with each storm, respectively.
The maximum wave height measured at the offshore wave buoy during the distal
passage of Hurricane Bill (between August 20th and 25th, 2009) was 3.56 m with a
maximum wave period of 19 s. Energetic wave conditions exceeding 4 m wave height
did not occur (0 hrs). The dominant wave period oscillated between 5 and 15 s as the
storm waves approached the study area, indicative of a bi-modal spectrum (Figure 4.7).
Although initially bi-modal, the wave conditions during Hurricane Bill became better
organized into long, swell-type waves with a dominant wave period ranging from 16 to
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Figure 4.7. Significant wave height (solid line) and dominant (peak) wave period
(dashed line) for the three storms. Record number is arbitrary, carrying a unit of hour(s),
for the convenience of illustrating the storm duration.

Figure 4.8. Predicted (solid) and observed (dashed) water level during the three
consecutive storms, illustrating the associated storm surges.
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19 s, typical of distal passages of tropical cyclones. An average wind velocity of nearly
5 m/s primarily directed offshore, was measured at the NDBC 44009 buoy, indicating
minimal direct influence of storm-generated winds. Tidal measurements suggest little to
no surge associated with Hurricane Bill, likely attributed to the distance of the storm
away from the study area (Figure 4.8).
Although not the first winter “disturbance” in the study area in 2009, the October
18th winter storm was the first significant storm of the 2009 season, in terms of storm
duration. The maximum wave height measured was 4.97 m with a maximum dominant
wave period of nearly 14 s. During the peak of the storm, the dominant wave period
ranged mostly from 7 to 12 s. Energetic wave conditions exceeding 4 m wave height
lasted 23 hours. The winds were primarily from the northeast with maximum wind
velocity measured as 17 m/s. These onshore winds forced elevated water levels, with
over a half-meter surge measured over eight tidal cycles (Figure 4.8). The long-duration
and height of the surge associated with the October 18th storm is what makes this winter
storm much more significant than the previous, brief storm a month earlier, during which
negligible surge was measured (Figure 4.8).
Nor’Ida is considered one of the most energetic storm events on record to impact
the northeastern US coast, and impacted the Delaware beaches from November 11th
through the 14th of 2009, lasting over eight tidal cycles. The maximum significant wave
height was 8.11 m with a maximum dominant wave period of nearly 14 s. During the
five-day span of Nor’Ida, the energetic wave conditions exceeding 4 m wave height
lasted 52 hours, more than twice that of the October 18th storm.

The maximum

significant wave height of 8 m occurring around midnight on November 13th was more
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than twice that measured during Hurricane Bill and over 60% higher than that during the
October 18th storm (Figure 4.7). The peak wave period ranged primarily from 11 to 14 s.
Winds were persistently from the northeast during the five day period, with maximum
wind velocities of 21 m/s. The onshore winds elevated tidal levels nearly a meter over
what was predicted (Figure 4.8). The surge lasting over eight tidal cycles was similar to
the duration of October 18th storm. It is worth noting that the October 18th storm
occurred during spring tides; and although the surge was less than during Nor’Ida, the
overall peak water level was comparable (Figure 4.8).

4.4.2.2 Storm-Induced Beach Morphology Changes
The beach morphology resulting from the three different storms varied from
beach accretion to erosion.

Figure 4.9 shows representative beach profiles from

approximately the middle of the study area at RE N22+12 (nomenclature used by the
DNREC surveyors is utilized in this study for clarity and reproduction purposes) for July
2009 through November 2009, illustrating both pre- and post-storm beach profiles. All
beach-profile surveys extend to nearly 1 km offshore, however only the nearshore region
is illustrated (for purposes of clarity).
The July 2009 profile is representative of the typical summer, or built-up, beach
conditions, with a 40 m-wide dry-beach from the base of the dune to the shoreline. The
long-period swell-type waves generated by the distal passage of Hurricane Bill further
elevated the dry-beach, depositing 70 cm of sediment on the berm crest and prograding
the beach seaward. The source of the sediment seems to have derived from the nearshore,
where erosion was measured between the shoreline and the -5 m contour. The higher
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wave runup associated with the large swells (Roberts et al., 2010) generated during
Hurricane Bill is likely responsible for the higher than typical elevation (> 2 m NAVD88)
of beach aggradation.
Following the occurrence of the October winter storm (post-storm profile
illustrated by the October 2009 survey line), the built-up summer beach profile was
severely depleted (Figure 4.9), with about 2.5 m of vertical deflation from the backbeach
to the shoreline. This beach/berm deflation is a typical characteristic of winter or poststorm beach morphology along the Delaware coast. The shoreline position remained
stable, with the majority of the eroded sediment deposited in the nearshore region as a
layer of sediment up to one meter-thick between the 0 m and -4 m NAVD88 contours.
The eroded sediment did not deposit offshore in the form of a sandbar. The absence of
sandbar development, but rather deposition of eroded sediment as a planar layer in the
nearshore, is a ubiquitously observed post-storm morphologic response along Delaware
beaches.
Extreme wave conditions during the Nor’Ida storm overwhelmed the beach and 34 m dunes, with intense breaking wave turbulence over a wide beach and nearshore zone
(Figure 4.10). The surge and wave runup did not continuously overtop and inundate the
dunes, however they did induce active dune scarping and avalanching that resulted in
between 3 to 10 m of landward dune retreat across most of Delaware. Following the
passage of Nor’Ida, the shoreline remained fairly stable with eroded beach and dune
sediments depositing in the nearshore as a nearly meter-thick planar layer of sand, rather
than as a sandbar, similar to the post-October 18th storm-induced morphology
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Figure 4.9. Example beach profile, RE N22+12, from roughly the middle of the study
area, illustrating time-sequenced beach profiles from 2009 to 2011. Elevation is referred
to NAVD88.

Figure 4.10. Photos of the wide, energetic surf zone during Nor’Ida (left) and dune
avalanching and severe beach erosion (right). The dunes in the left photo are more than
3 m high, serving as a qualitative reference level for the breaking waves during Nor’Ida.
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(Figure 4.9). As a result of a deeper storm-wave base associated with the much larger
waves, the eroded sediments from Nor’Ida were deposited in deeper water as compared
to the typical winter storm, with sand accumulation between the 0 m and -6 m contours.
The date of pre- and post-storm surveys is crucial to capturing the exact beach
conditions.

For example, Figure 4.11 shows pre- and post-storm photos of beach

conditions in reference to the October 18th and Nor’Ida storms. Marked erosion occurred
following the October 18th storm (upper right) with considerable beach recovery prior to
the occurrence of the Nor’Ida storm (lower left). Because the beach profile data were
collected (nearly) monthly, the post-October 18th storm profile is used to represent preNor’Ida beach conditions (Figure 4.9). However the apparent beach recovery following
the October 18th storm, as illustrated in the photos (Figure 4.11), is not shown by the
survey data collected on 10/20/09, immediately following the October storm (Figure 4.9).
In other words, the magnitude of erosion following the Nor’Ida storm may be
underrepresented due to the absence of beach profile data between the October 18 th storm
and Nor’Ida. In addition, the post-Nor’Ida beach profile data were collected two weeks
following the peak of the storm, and therefore did not capture the full-extent of storm
impact as post-storm recovery had already commenced (as discussed in the following
sections).
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Figure 4.11. Photos of pre- and post- October 18th and Nor’Ida storms. The circles on
the top two photos refers to the same sand fence for comparison. The arrows on the
upper left, lower left, and lower right images refers to the same building for comparison.
Note the remarkable beach recovery between October 18th and November 10th, 2009 (just
before the Nor’Ida impact). The crosses on the pre-Nor’Ida photo (lower left) denote the
morphologic location of the sediment cores.

4.4.2.3 Pre- and Post-Nor’Ida Sediment Properties
Within 48 hours before and after the passage of Nor’Ida, sediment cores were
obtained at three cross-shore locations (Figure 4.11, lower left) at several alongshore
transects (Figure 4.3) to examine the detailed sedimentological characteristics associated
with storm deposits on a mixed sand and gravel beach. The scheme of the sediment
coring is illustrated in Figure 4.11 (lower left). The morphologic locations of the cores
from landward to seaward are backbeach, berm crest, and mid-swash (relative to the pre-
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Nor’Ida beach morphology). The pre-Nor’Ida cores represent the subsurface sediment
distribution of a profile that has undergone considerable post-storm beach recovery
(Figure 4.11, lower left).

The post-Nor’Ida cores represent the subsurface of an

extremely eroded and deflated beach profile (Figure 4.11, lower right). Because the cores
were obtained from similar cross-shore locations before and after Nor’Ida, the
sedimentologic characteristics associated with the erosion and deposition caused by
Nor’Ida are obtained directly from comparing the cores.
Sediment erosion and deposition associated with Nor’Ida on the pre-storm
backbeach are shown in Figure 4.12. Cores RE-12 and RE-30 illustrate the pre- and postNor’Ida backbeach sediment composition, respectively. The dashed lines indicate the
sedimentary layer contacts within the cores and the associated layers’ grain size statistics.
Overall, the meter-thick pre-Nor’Ida backbeach sediment is mostly well to moderately
well-sorted medium sand, with a mean grain size ranging from 1.77 to 1.02 ϕ (0.29 to
0.49 mm) across the four layers identified (RE-12). In the post-Nor’Ida backbeach core
(RE-30), the sediment layer between 78 cm and 117 cm is comparable to the pre-Nor’Ida
well-sorted medium sand.

However, the upper 78 cm of sediment was remarkably

different from the pre-Nor’Ida well-sorted medium sand. The poorly sorted very coarse
sand had a gravel/sand/mud (G/S/M) ratio of 26/74/0. It is recognized that the actual
elevation of the top of the backbeach core was considerably different before and after the
storm due to erosion induced by Nor’Ida (as illustrated by the photos shown in
Figure 4.11). The above comparison was not directly based on the absolute elevation of
the layers, but rather was based on the daily observations during the passage of the storm
(for example, Figure 4.10).
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RE-12 RE-30

RE-12: Pre-Nor’Ida Backbeach Core
Depth (cm) G/S/M Mean (Φ)
Class Sorting
well
0-19
0/100/0
1.38
med sand sorted
1

2

19-28.5

0/100/0

1.02

3

28.5-44.5

0/100/0

1.77

4

1

mod well
sorted
well
med sand sorted
med sand

mod well
44.5-101 0/100/0
1.14
med sand sorted
RE-30: Post-Nor’Ida Backbeach Core
Depth (cm) G/S/M Mean (Φ)
Class Sorting
well
0-6.5
0/100/0
1.43
med sand sorted

2

6.5-78

26/74/0

-0.04

3

78-117

0/100/0

1.16

very
coarse
sand

poorly
sorted
well
med sand sorted

Figure 4.12. Pre- and post-Nor’Ida backbeach sediment cores, illustrating the grain size
statistics, classification, and gravel/sand/mud ratio of each sedimentologically distinct
layer (contacts shown by dashed lines).
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Cores obtained from the approximate cross-shore location of the pre-storm berm
crest are shown in Figure 4.13. The pre-Nor’Ida berm crest core (RE-11) was obtained
under nearly “built-up” beach conditions. The top 30 cm were composed of poorly
sorted medium sand with a G/S/M ratio of 11/89/0. From 30 to 110 cm, the sediment
was composed of multiple layering of poorly sorted gravelly coarse sand. In the postNor’Ida core (RE-31) taken at a similar location, the upper-most 6 cm thick layer was
comprised of very poorly sorted pebbles. From 6 to 58.5 cm, the sediment is mostly
moderately-well sorted to moderately sorted, medium to coarse sand.

Again, the

elevations at the top of the cores are different, because the pre-storm berm crest was
completely eroded by Nor’Ida.
Both cores obtained at the cross-shore location of the pre-storm mid-swash zone
region exhibited alternating layers of sand and gravel (Figure 4.14). The top 25 cm of the
pre-Nor’Ida core (RE-10) was composed of poorly-sorted coarse sand, with some gravel
(~3%), overlying poorly-sorted gravelly sand.

Overall, the core exhibits multiple

layering of sand and gravelly sand (greater than 25% gravel). The top 11 cm-thick layer
of sand in the post-Nor’Ida core (RE-32) taken at a similar location was composed of
moderately well-sorted medium sand (only ~1% gravel) overlying a gravel lag (from 11
to 26 cm). The basal 30 cm of sand is similar to the post-Nor’Ida berm-crest core
(Figure 4.13). In contrast to the previous two sets of cores, the top elevations of the midswash zone cores are comparable. Almost all of the pre- and post-Nor’Ida beach profiles
(e.g., Figure 4.9) had a similar location and elevation of the shoreline (~0 m NAVD88),
approximately where the mid-swash cores were obtained. It is worth noting that the
swash zone is extremely active in terms of sediment transport and deposition (Horn and
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RE-11

RE-31

RE-11: Pre-Nor’Ida Berm Crest Core
Depth
(cm)
G/S/M Mean (Φ) Class
Sorting
1

0-30

11/89/0

1.05

med sand

poorly
sorted
v poorly
sorted

2

30-48

38/62/0

-0.5

v coarse
sand

3

48-58

36/64/0

-0.38

v coarse
sand

poorly
sorted

v coarse
sand

v poorly
sorted
poorly
sorted
poorly
sorted
poorly
sorted

4

58-64.5

45/55/0

-0.79

5

64.5-75.5

66/34/0

-1.81

6

75.5-93.5

10/90/0

0.58

gravel
coarse
sand

7

93.5-110

74/26/0

-2.18

pebble

RE-31: Post-Nor’Ida Berm Crest Core
Depth
(cm)

G/S/M Mean (Φ)

Class

Sorting
v poorly
sorted

1

0-6

65/35/0

-2.34

pebble

2

6-14

---

---

~layer 1

3 14-39.5

0/100/0

1.44

4 39.5-44

---

---

~layer 6

~layer 3
--coarse
sand
mod sorted

5

44-49

---

---

6

49-54

8/92/0

0.24

---

---

7 54-58.5

--mod well
med sand
sorted

~layer 3

---

---

Figure 4.13. Pre-and post-Nor’Ida berm crest cores (upper limit of swash) illustrating the
grain size statistics, classification, and gravel/sand/mud ratio of each sedimentologically
distinct layer (contacts shown by dashed lines).
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RE-10 RE-32
1

RE-10: Pre-Nor’Ida Mid-Swash Core
Depth
(cm)
G/S/M Mean (Φ) Class Sorting
coarse
poorly
0-25
3/97/0
0.96
sand
sorted

2

25-42

28/72/0

-0.43

3

42-51

---

---

4 51-77.5

25/75/0

-0.28

5 77.5-82

---

---

v
coarse
sand
~layer
1
v
coarse
sand
~layer
1

poorly
sorted
--poorly
sorted
---

RE-32: Post-Nor’Ida Mid-Swash Core
Depth
Mean
(cm)
G/S/M
(Φ)
Class Sorting
~layer
0-11
----3
--1
v poorly
62/38/0
-2.01
gravel
sorted
2 11-26
coarse mod well
1/99/0
0.93
sand
sorted
3 26-52.5

Figure 4.14. Pre- and post-Nor’Ida mid-swash zone cores (swash) illustrating grain size
statistics, classification, and gravel/sand/mud ratio of each sedimentologically distinct
layer (contacts shown by dashed lines).
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Li, 2006), and therefore correlating layers of similar elevation should be approached with
caution.

4.4.2.4 Post-Storm Beach Recovery
Immediate post-storm beach recovery (defined here as days to weeks) occurs as
storm energy subsides. The beach recovery took the morphologic form of a developing
ridge and runnel system along the entire studied beach. Figure 4.15 (right) illustrates the
initial development of a ridge and runnel three days after the peak of Nor’Ida. The ridge
and runnel system cannot be identified on the photo obtained on November 14th during
the first low-tide after the storm (Figure 4.15, upper right). The continued growth of the
ridge and runnel is apparent in the photo obtained nearly one-month after Nor’Ida
(Figure 4.15, lower left).

This immediate beach recovery is also illustrated by the

profiles shown in Figure 4.9. The post-October 18th storm survey was conducted two
days after the storm impact (10/20/09). The initial ridge and runnel system is captured by
the Oct-09 survey, shown by the small 20 cm-high ridge located at approximately the
40 m cross-shore location. The post-Nor’Ida storm survey was conducted two weeks
following the peak of the storm (12/01/09). The ridge and runnel system illustrated by
the Nov-09 data is much better developed (with a cross-shore width of nearly 35 m).
This explains the apparent accumulation of sediment on the backbeach when comparing
the Oct-09 (post-October 18th storm/pre-Nor’Ida profile) and Nov-09 (post-Nor’Ida)
profiles. The photos used in comparison with the survey data illustrate the rapid temporal
scale at which beach recovery initiates along the Delaware beaches.
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Figure 4.15. Time-series photos showing post-Nor’Ida beach recovery. Upper left shows
the planar beach covered in gravel at the first low tide following Nor’Ida. The right
shows immediate beach recovery, in the form of a ridge and runnel. The lower left shows
continued ridge and runnel development during the first month following Nor’Ida.

The short-term (defined here on the order of weeks to months) post-storm
recovery morphology is illustrated at profile REN22+12 in Figure 4.16.

The post-

October 18th storm short-term recovery was not captured by the beach surveys
(Figure 4.11, lower left). The post-Nor’Ida ridge and runnel system continued to move
landward and upwards in late December, building up the beach by transporting sediment
from the nearshore to the subaerial beach (Figure 4.15, lower left and Figure 4.16). By
late January 2010, two-months post-Nor’Ida, the ridge and runnel system had attached to
the beach through onshore sediment transport infilling the runnel, resulting in backbeach
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Figure 4.16. Example beach profile, RE N22+12, showing time-sequenced profiles
illustrating short-term (weeks to months) profile recovery following Nor’Ida. Elevation
is referred to NAVD88.

elevation gain. The short-term recovery continued through April 2010, with further
backbeach elevation gain. It is worth noting that the short-term storm recovery occurred
in the middle of the winter season. Dune recovery did not occur naturally. In April 2010,
artificial dune repair was conducted, explaining the apparent seaward dune progradation
to the pre-Nor’Ida dune edge position.
Medium-term post-storm recovery (defined here as months to years) is shown for
profile RE N22+12 in Figure 4.17. Between April 2010 and April 2011, backbeach
accretion continued with the development of a built-up beach, with a clearly defined
berm crest. By July 2011, twenty months after Nor’Ida, nearly the entire beach profile
recovered to its pre-storm July 2009 beach state. This particular medium-term beach
recovery is also influenced by the relatively calm 2010-11 winter (Figure 4.2). Although
minor beach erosion occurred during the 2010-11 winter months (not shown in the
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figure), the relatively small intra-seasonal fluctuations in beach profile shape did not
fundamentally alter the medium-term post-Nor’Ida beach recovery.

Figure 4.17. Example beach profile, RE N22+12, showing time-sequenced profiles
illustrating the medium-term (months to years) post-storm recovery two years postNor’Ida. Elevation is referred to NAVD88.

4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Sedimentological Characteristics of Storm and Post-Storm Deposits
The pre- and post-Nor’Ida sediment cores (Figures 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14) illustrate
the variability in sediment properties relating to built-up (pre-storm) and depleted (poststorm) beach conditions. The built-up backbeach (Figure 4.12, RE-12) was composed of
well-sorted, to moderately well-sorted medium sand with little to no gravel, indicating
under non-stormy conditions gravel-sized sediment are not transported and deposited to
the backbeach. From field observations of the backbeach during the storm, the nearly
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72 cm-thick poorly sorted very coarse sand layer (G/S/M ratio of 26/74/0) in core RE-30
represents the Nor’Ida storm deposit. The sediment is interpreted to have been deposited
in the upper portion of the wide storm-induced swash zone (Figure 4.10). The storm
deposit on the backbeach is associated with large waves during the elevated water levels
occurring during the peak of the Nor’Ida storm. The upper-most 6 cm-thick layer of
well-sorted medium sand with abundant heavy minerals is indicative of the depositional
conditions on the backbeach during the storm subsidence.
Multiple layers of poorly sorted, gravelly coarse sand are identified in the preNor’Ida berm crest core (Figure 4.13, RE-11). The poorly sorted medium sand from 0 to
30 cm is interpreted as post-October 18th storm beach recovery deposit. The layers from
30 to 93.5 cm are also interpreted as post-October 18th storm beach recovery deposits.
During the early stages of post-storm beach recovery, the sediment surface was fairly low
and subject to active swash zone processes, allowing for deposition of sand, as well as
gravel. As the elevation of the berm increases, for example above mean high tide level,
only sand is deposited near the upper limit of swash runup, accounting for the top 30 cm
of medium sand. The sandy gravel below 93.5 cm is interpreted as the October 18th
storm deposit.

In the post-Nor’Ida core (RE-31) taken at approximately the same

location, the upper-most 6 cm-thick layer is comprised of very poorly sorted pebbles,
representing the lag deposit resulting from Nor’Ida. The remainder of the core (layers
below) is mostly composed of moderately-well sorted to moderately sorted, medium to
coarse sand, with little gravel identified (less than 10%). Despite the lack of gravel, this
layer represents Nor’Ida storm deposit, based on field observations during the storm. The
post-Nor’Ida “berm crest” core was obtained on a section of the beach that was within the
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surf zone during elevated water levels during the peak of Nor’Ida (Figures 4.8 and 4.10).
It is not clear as to why no gravel was preserved in this layer of the storm deposit.
The alternating layers of sand and gravelly sand throughout the pre-Nor’Ida midswash zone core (Figure 4.14, RE-10) represent active swash deposits likely modulated
by tidal cycles.

It is difficult to distinguish storm and non-storm deposits in the

extremely dynamic swash zone. The basal 30 cm of sand in the post-Nor’Ida mid-swash
zone core (RE-32) is interpreted as storm deposits, similar to sand layers (beneath the
gravel lag) in the post-Nor’Ida berm-crest core (RE-31). The top 11 cm-thick layer of
sand is interpreted as the immediate post-storm recovery overlying the Nor’Ida gravel lag
(from 11 to 26 cm). On November 14th, 2009, as post-storm field data were being
collected, the field and beach conditions were rapidly changing within hours. Figure 4.18
(left) illustrates a photo of surface conditions at 12:32 (local time), with abundant gravel
lag covering the surface. The photo on the right was taken during the mid-swash zone
core retrieval, just three hours later at 15:26 (local time).

The surficial gravel lag

observed at 12:32 was covered by 10 cm of sand at 15:26. This rapid change and large
variation in sediment grain size indicates that selective transport and deposition occur
concomitantly with the storm subsidence and post-storm recovery.
In summary, the storm deposit by Nor’Ida was characterized by a cross-shore
variation in sediment grain size. In the storm upper swash zone (near the pre-storm dune
edge), the Nor’Ida deposit was coarse, gravelly-sand (Figure 4.12). While seaward of the
storm swash zone (in this case equivalent to the pre-storm beach berm and foreshore), the
Nor’Ida storm deposit was largely well-sorted medium sand beneath the lag deposit
probably deposited during the storm subsidence (Figures 4.13 and 4.14). Therefore, the
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Figure 4.18. Photos showing rapid temporal variation in surficial sediment after Nor’Ida. Left: photo obtained during the first lowtide as Nor’Ida wave energy subsided showing surface conditions at 12:32 (local time) on 11/14/09 with abundant gravel covering the
beach. Middle: sediment core with 10 cm of sand overlying a gravel layer, taken from the location illustrated by the photo on the left.
Right: beach conditions during a rising tide, when the post-Nor’Ida core was retrieved at 15:26 (local time) on 11/14/09. Circles on
photos correspond to the core layers indicated by the arrows.
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Nor’Ida storm deposit cannot be simply identified based on a layer of poorly-sorted
coarse gravelly sediment. This also appears to be the case for the interpreted October
18th storm deposits. Gravelly sand or sandy gravel occur in the active swash zone under
normal conditions. The cross-shore distribution can be modulated by tidal water level
fluctuations, complicating the interpretation of storm layers based on grain size.

4.5.2 Temporal Scales of Post-Storm Recovery
The widespread gravel lag deposit formed as the elevated storm water levels
recede during the first low tide following Nor’Ida (Figure 4.18, left), serve as a
sedimentological boundary separating the erosional and depositional phases of the storm.
The immediate post-storm beach recovery was nearly concomitant with storm subsidence,
as a sand layer deposited over the surficial pebble layer during the subsequent rising tide
along with continued decreasing wave energy. This immediate storm recovery initiated
in the ridge and runnel morphology.
In the short-term of weeks to months, the ridge and runnel system aggrades
upwards while migrating onshore as beach recovery continues. The extensive presence
of the ridge and runnel alongshore (Figure 4.15) indicates that cross-shore processes
dominate the immediate and short-term post-storm recovery. Five months following the
Nor’Ida impact, the ridge and runnel attached to the beach, serving as the final
morphologic stage of short-term recovery. Based on the data collected here, the timescale of the ridge and runnel system appears to be on the order of months.
Barring no major subsequent storm impacts such as in this case, the medium-term
recovery is characterized by continued backbeach aggradation and development of a
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clearly defined berm crest to a built-up beach profile. Two years post-Nor’Ida, the beach
had essentially reached the pre-Nor’Ida conditions (Figure 4.17).

In addition, the

Nor’Ida-deposited layer of sediments in the nearshore, between 1 and 6 m water depths,
had migrated onshore almost entirely by July 2011, completing the beach cycle.
In summary, immediate post-storm recovery occurs as wave energy levels subside
and return to normal conditions. Short-term recovery may be interrupted by subsequent
storms, such as the recovery following the October 18th storm interrupted by the
occurrence of Nor’Ida. Although the short-term recovery aids in beach progradation, it
does not necessarily allow enough time to return to the full, built-up pre-storm conditions
resulting from medium-term recovery, which requires extended periods of time (in this
case two years) without a major storm impact. Therefore, the time-scale of the beach
cycle is dynamic, controlled by storm energy levels and inter-storm duration.

4.5.3 The Absence of a Nearshore Sandbar
Out of 740 profiles surveyed along the approximately 8 km stretch of the beach,
over the two-year period, encompassing three different storms with various
characteristics (including wave height, period, and surge), a nearshore bar never formed
(Figures 4.4, 4.6, and 4.9). This suggests the existence of a dominant and persistent
process(es) preventing the formation of a nearshore bar under almost all wave conditions,
ranging from steep storm waves to long-period swells. In this section we explore several
hypotheses for the lack of sandbar formation.
The overall relatively coarse mean grain size ranging from 1.5 to 0.5 ϕ (0.35 to
0.71 mm) and the heterogeneity of the sediment may play a role in the absence of a bar.
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Given the large temporal and spatial variations in gravel distribution, it is not possible to
quantify the exact content of gravel within the sediment. Although the overall gravel
concentration is not high, the gravel-sized particles tend to concentrate in the swash zone
resulting in a steep foreshore during calm weather conditions. The reflective steep
foreshore may play a role in the absence of a bar. Under stormy conditions, the gravel
may have a substantial influence on sediment transport as illustrated by the wide-spread
gravel lag distributed over the gentle storm beach. The gravel lag suggests that the very
coarse grains may serve as an anchor for beach erosion to a certain depth. Exactly how
the heterogeneity prevents the formation of a sandbar under all wave conditions,
including storm events, is not directly apparent.
The absence of a sandbar is also observed along the west-central Florida barrier
island coast, in areas with a large persistent longshore transport gradient (Roberts et al.,
2009; Chapter 3). After infusion of a large quantity of sediment, such as from beach
nourishment, a bar might form but will not be maintained for an extended period of time.
South of the Delaware study area, a regional divergent or nodal zone exists creating a
northward longshore sediment transport gradient within the study area, as indicated by
the large quantity of sediment bypassing at Indian River Inlet (Keshtpoor et al., 2012 in
review) and accumulation of sand at the northern terminus of the study area at Cape
Henlopen. Detailed investigation of the potential influence of the longshore sediment
transport gradients would be needed to address the absence of the sandbar, and are
beyond the scope of this study. However, the divergence of longshore sediment transport
associated with regional wave patterns does not explain why a storm bar was never
formed.
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4.5.4 A Storm-driven Beach Cycle Model for Non-Barred Mixed Sand and Gravel
Beaches
The classic beach cycles link seasonality to their beach states, such as a summer
berm and winter bar profile (Figure 4.19A).

However, the mixed sand and gravel

beaches of the Delaware coast persistently lack a sandbar. Even after storms or highenergy events, the absence of a sandbar persists. However, the general seasonal beach
cycles in terms of a summer berm profile or depleted winter profile exists. When
examined at a temporal scale finer than seasonality, the beach cycles for the Delaware
beaches are largely driven by storms and the duration of inter-storm recovery. The
frequency and intensity of the storms is related to seasonality, however, fundamentally
the cycle is driven by storms and not the seasonality.
A modified beach cycle model for the non-barred Delaware mixed sand and
gravel beaches is proposed in Figure 4.19B. Following a storm or high-energy event, the
subaerial beach erodes with offshore transport and deposition of the eroded berm
sediment as a planar nearshore storm deposit. The seaward extent of the storm deposit is
proportional to the storm energy; for example, the extremely energetic Nor’Ida storm
deposited sediment much deeper than the October 18th storm. Although the eroded
sediment is transported offshore, it never deposits in the form of a sandbar. Instead, the
sediment is distributed evenly throughout the nearshore region resulting in an overall
mild beach slope. The deflated subaerial beach with the nearshore sediment deposit
characterizes the “storm” profile. As the storm subsides, the storm waves tend to become
more organized into accretionary swell-type waves (Figure 4.7), contributing to the
immediate post-storm beach recovery. The initial beach recovery was in the form of a
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Figure 4.19. A) Classic beach cycle composed of a bar-type (winter) and berm-type
(summer) profile (modified from Komar, 1998). B) Modified beach cycle for a nonbarred mixed sand and gravel beach.

landward migrating and upward aggrading ridge and runnel system that served as the
sediment pathway and morphologic mechanism for rebuilding the beach berm. Short and
medium-term (months to years) beach recovery continues during calmer periods of
relatively low-wave energy, resulting in the welding of the ridge and runnel to the beach
and the foreshore slope becoming steep as the berm aggrades. The built-up beach berm
and steep foreshore slope characterize the “recovery” profile.
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4.6 Conclusions
Based on the closely-spaced (nearly) monthly beach profiles, sediment data, and
observations made during the occurrence of three storms, the following conclusions are
reached for a mixed sand and gravel beach in Delaware:
1) The sedimentological characteristics of the storm deposit associated with Nor’Ida
demonstrated substantial cross-shore variation ranging from coarser sandy-gravel
and gravelly-sand within the storm swash zone (near the pre-storm dune edge) to
well-sorted medium to coarse sand seaward of the storm swash zone.

The

Nor’Ida storm deposit cannot be simply identified based on a layer of poorlysorted coarse gravelly sediment.
2) A sandbar did not form under all wave conditions encountered during this study.
Specific geologic conditions, including the mixed sediment grain size and
potentially large longshore sediment transport gradient, may be attributed to the
prevention of the formation of a bar.
3) The initiation of post-storm recovery occurs during the subsiding phase of the
storm, likely attributable to the reduction in wave height and steepness
transitioning to accretionary post-storm swells.
4) Distinctive beach cycles in the morphological form of a built-up berm recovery
profile and depleted nearly-planar storm profile are identified for the mixed sand
and gravel Delaware coast.
5) The time-scale of the beach cycles is dynamic relating to the frequency and
intensity of storm impact and duration of inter-storm recovery, instead of a simple
and generalized seasonal cycle.
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6) A beach cycle model, modified from the classic seasonal summer berm profile
and winter bar profile, is developed for the Delaware coast, reflecting a dynamic
storm-driven time-scale and a planar non-barred post-storm beach.
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MAJOR CONCLUSIONS

The difference in relative wave-energy (both seasonally and storm-driven),
longshore sediment transport rates, proximity to tidal inlets and sedimentological
characteristics played a role in the varying beach morphodynamics of the two regions
studied herein.

Seasonal beach cycles identified in the two regions were distinctly

different, although both were determined to be driven by variations in wave climate and
frequency of storms. The presence or absence of a sandbar within the studied areas is
identified as a major factor in seasonal and storm-driven morphology changes. A large
longshore sediment transport gradient is linked to the absence of a nearshore sandbar.
Major findings of this study are as follows:

West-Central Florida Gulf Beaches
1)

For profiles characterizing a relatively stable shoreline, the general beach cycle
along the microtidal, low-wave energy west-central Florida barred beaches is
reflected by the cross-shore movement of the bar in response to wave condition
variations.

2)

Persistently monotonic profiles with no nearshore bar were identified in areas
with a relatively large and persistent longshore transport gradient, all identified
within the vicinity of a tidal inlet.
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3)

A morphologic indicator of a large longshore transport gradient is the absence
of a nearshore sandbar.

4)

Overall, beach nourishment performance at medium-term temporal and spatial
scales within the microtidal low-wave energy barrier island coast is most
significantly influenced by the interruption of longshore sediment transport.

5)

An approximated regional sediment budget and direction of longshore sediment
transport are developed for the three barrier islands and adjacent inlet systems.

6)

Although various factors controlling beach nourishment performance have been
identified, complicated tidal inlet processes are by far the most significant,
including longshore transport interruption result from divergence induced by
wave refraction over an ebb-tidal shoal, flood currents along the beach, and total
littoral blockage by structured inlets.

7)

Secondary factors controlling the 2006 nourishment performance include
project length and width, shoreline orientation, and antecedent geology.
Furthermore,

the

controlling

factors

work

interactively

rather

than

autonomously.

Mid-Atlantic Delaware Beaches
8)

At the Delaware beaches, the sedimentological characteristics of the storm
deposit associated with Nor’Ida demonstrated substantial cross-shore variation
ranging from coarser sandy-gravel and gravelly-sand within the storm swash
zone (near the pre-storm dune edge) to well-sorted medium to coarse sand
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seaward of the storm swash zone. The Nor’Ida storm deposit cannot be simply
identified based on a layer of poorly-sorted coarse gravelly sediment.
9)

A sandbar did not form under all wave conditions encountered during the study
from 2009 to 2011 along the Delaware beaches. Specific geologic conditions,
including the mixed sediment grain size and potentially large longshore
sediment transport gradient, may prevent formation of a bar.

10) The initiation of post-storm recovery occurs during the subsiding phase of the
storm, likely attributable to the reduction in wave height and steepness
transitioning to accretionary post-storm swells.
11) Distinctive beach cycles in the morphological form of a built-up berm recovery
profile and depleted nearly-planar storm profile are identified for the mixed
sand and gravel Delaware coast.
12) The time-scale of the beach cycles is dynamic relating to the frequency and
intensity of storm impact and duration of inter-storm recovery, instead of a
simple and generalized seasonal cycle.
13) A beach cycle model, modified from the classic seasonal summer berm profile
and winter bar profile, is developed for the Delaware coast, reflecting a dynamic
storm-driven time-scale and a planar non-barred post-storm beach.
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